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HERE'S HOl THEA 15 IS REVOLUflONnlNG
HORlWNTAL HIGH-SPEED GEARHOBBING:

~ More productivity. For workpieces
2.5 module {W pitch) or finer. with O.D.s of
](Xhnm or ~es , nothing can beat the A 15 for
productivity. Hob spindle speeds to 4000 RPM,
and an integrated ganlry~type load/unload system
make this the fastest. most productive horizontal
gear hobber in its class.

if More accuracy ..An automatic alignment
feature help deliver unprecedented accuracies
for finishing pre-hobbed workpieces.

l!1Easier to own and operate, GE FANUC
.16CNC control make the A 15 easier to
operate; mall, compact footprint with machine-
mounted elootricslhydraulics makes the A 15 an
easy fit in even job' -hop environments.

Ii1 Best of all, it's a Pfauler. It's built by the Pfauter Group,
the world leader .in hobbing-and hob=technology.

~I).MTS'94
1l'W OVI' boii:NtIl !l7tJD~--. 1351 WIndsor Road

Loves Park, IL 61132·2698 U.S.A.
Phone: 815-282·3000
Telelax: 815-282·~15
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Most of the universal CNC gear inspection systems sold in the
US come from M&M Precision Systems. More than all our
competitors combined.
Why?
Because M&M systems give you the strongest competitive
advantage.
How?
Consider these three examples:

Easieri-.eclion
Once your part is on an M&M machine. the computer screen
prompts you to enter specifications. Then you tell it what fea-
tures you want to analyze. and the machine inspects the part.
The next time. all you do is enter the part number. It's that easy.

More capability
You get true rnotjust theoretical) Index. lead and involute tesDng
using interactive Generative Metrology techniques. The inspec-
tion of blanks and cutting tools as weJl as gears. SPCand cutting
tool software. And the ability to Inspect gear surface finish. spiral
bevel and hypoid gears, worms. involute scrolls. and male/female
helical rotor vanes.

BeIte.lechnical 5up,po.I' and .service
You'lI get a enoree of standard or custom engineered packages
with specific application software. And M&M programs are
always written in English to avoid problems with translations
or cultural differences. So you'll avoid clashes between your
American results approach and other countries' process
approach.

Get all the fast. free facts in the I O-page M&M Universal
CNC Gear Inspection Systems brochure. Call 513/859-8273.

Or Fax 513/859~4452 tOday.
And put your quality in gear.

~ M&M PRECISION
_ SYSTEMS Corponation

AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY

CIRCLE A·6 on READER SERV,ICE CARll
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GMllsyour
single source

for bevel gear

cutting tools to

fit any bevel
gear cutting

machines.

TOOLS

GMI offers a wide variety of modem high precision bevel gear
cutting tools, with the GMI quality that exceeds our competitors.

--- -

I GMt gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.
----- --

ou can trust GMI to supply you with bevel
gear tools, no matter what machinery you
are currently running. In keeping with the
GMI tradition of offering only the best in gear
cutting, deburring and finishing machinery,
the quality found in our line of cutting tools
equals or exceeds all competitors.

All GMI bevel gear tools offer the same
high precision and high performance as
OEM tools, only at a significant savings!
Our tools use high-tensile steel to increase
their resistance to wear and increase the
volume of material removed between
sharpening operations.

Strict manufacturing specifications on
process and heat treatment guarantee high
quality throughout the tool life. Excellent
tooth finish is ensured by precision
machining and superior control of surface
finish. And to ensure that all tools meet GMI
standards, they are all tested using state-of-
the-art control processes.

GMI bevel gear tools - the best value
available in modern higih precision bevel gear
cutting tools.

GMI
6708 Ivan dale Rd.
P.O. Box 310.38
Independence', OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0.230. FAX (216) 642-0.231
CIRCLE A·7 on REAO:ER SERVICE CARD



A Win~ing Strategy In
Gearing Technology.

Four leaders in gear manufacturing technology
have combined technical experience to provide gear
makers an unparalleled resource for creating world
class geax production capability ..

We call it Sigma Pool. And the combined product
range indudes bevel gear cutting and grinding
machines, gear hobbing and shaping machines,
parallel axis grinding machines, gear measuring

centers, and hob sharpening machines, as well as
gear cutting tools. Plus automation of work han-
dling, and even complete plant installations.

The result is a winning strategy for making gears
of virtually any type to the highest quality levels, in
shorter cydes, and at lowest practical per-piece cost
Contact Liebherr, 1465 Woodland Drive, Saline, MIl
313.429.7225.

KlingeL berg
'Oerliikon,

Iliebhe:rr
lorenz

- ---

i I II I
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MCC:fJR~CKI'IAl:i, ,CHlCAGO. A manufacturer's dream. Acres and acres of machine

tools up and running-e-euttmg chips. filling molds. moving material. bending. shap-

ing. smoothing. measuring. Computer . robots and lasers everywhere-George

Lucas goes to engineering school. Sounds. lights and, most important, over 100,000
people, moving around. taking notes. asking questions and; above all, buyioli:. This

was IMTS '94. A heady, if tiring. experience.

Was it worth it all? What was 1.0 be learned from this manufacturing show-and-

tell extravaganza?

Mosl noteworthy was Ihe sense 'of optimism that pervaded the show. 1I's been a

tough len to fifleen year. for both buyer and ellers in the machine tool business .

Businesses closed or con olidatcd lin record numbers. BUI. we finally seem 10 have

turned some kind of comer, Salespeople reported record numbers of machines sold

off the floor, and one purchase order was written on the back of a business card
because the buyer didn't wan! to wait to gel back to the office to complete the

paperwork. The low but steady recovery seems 10 be the real thing this time.

An important ubtext of this message is that over. ea activity is picking up as

well. Europe and Japan both eem to be recovering from their recent economic

stumbles, and Australia, New Zealand. South America and South Africa are all

showing signs of optimism and renewed economic strength, The rest ofthe globe is

moving 10 upgrade it industrial base as well.

[MTS provided confirmation, as if it were needed, of what the pundits have been

telling us for years-manufacturing has gone global. and it is the wise manufacturer

who looks outward when m;Lkirlg business plans, The Germans and Japanese were

expected at the how. bural 0 notable were booth and entire mini-pavilions from

everywhere from Spain to the People' Republic of China. The visitors were from
everywhere as well. The International Business Center was always crowded.

Everybody from Argentina to Taiwan sent trade as ociation representative .

Economic and political differences that in the past kept people on the home side of

their country borders have faded in the drive for technological upgrading and a
piece of the profit pie. The place to look in the next ten years for both business

opportunity and competition is outward, especially cast, toward mainland China.

AI 0 confirmed was the bit of popular wi dom lhat says. computerize 1.0 compete

or be left behind, A lot of visitors to Gear Technology's booth. especially those

from small gear CUlling shops. told us of the need to upgrade their older, manual

machines to newer CNC equipment to meet cu lamer demands. Everybody wants

higher quality gearsat lower cost. in less time and in smaller lots. The booths of the
major manufacturer: of gear machine tools reflected thls trend. Key innovations all

tended toward increasing output peed, raising qu,alily. lowering per-piece cost and

addre sing environmental concerns. (See our IMTS Roundep on page to for more

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

infonnation.) M~R1lJ'f· JiP1AOne of the major

dri"",ofthiS. tre,nd i. I .. ·.. ..... ..• ,. _ . . .
the computer ChIP, I ,

which supports both _ _ _ _ _ _ '__

C~by the .la.ke~the most ophisticated C machinesand the new manufacturing-oriented software

for PCs. In both these arenas, upgrading is becoming easier than ever. as chip prices

fall and software becomes more and more user-frlendly. A growing number of pack-

ages for deign and rnanufacmring are available in Windows®, DOS or Macinrosh®

formats, as are packages 10 assist. factory managemeruta ks from keeping [001

inventories to tracking jobs 10 organizing the front office.

Another trend we spotted is rhe number of small job shops doing the research

necessaryto begin cutting gears. The logic seems to be that they have been

preparing the blanks for years and 'ending them off omeplaceel e to be cut' ow

NOVeU!!ER DECEMBER 1990 1



they're interested (drawn, perhaps, by

the growing availability of affordable

user-friendly hardware and software) in

adding gear cutting asa profit center to

their other operation ..

And this means what? More compe-

tition in an already small market. This is

no time to sit back and rest 011 your lau-

rels. The litany is familiar, but bears

repeating: upgrade your equipment and
your people, aim for higher quality and

lower per-piece co I, be nimble. be

aware, be sensitive 10 competition. not

PUBLISHER'S PAGE
just from down the block but from
across the oceans.

And speaking of upgrading your

people. another trend we were pleased
10 see was the number of student groups

trolling the aisles. Competition is not

going to gel any ea ier, and the key

asset of the next decades will be trained

and knowledgeable people. We need to

be about the business of preparing the
next generation of skilled engineers and

operators. There is no better way to

encourage the brightest and the best of

our future manufacturers than to show
them just what's out there for them to
work on in the future,

The optimism at [MTS wa unmis-

takable. There's money to be made out

there. But, as always, it's not going to

be made by the fainthearted Of those
unwilking to ridethe rising tide of

change crashing in on manufacturing.

The key lesson that. came from nine

days on our feet talking to gear manu-

facturers, buyers and seller- i this:

Now is no time 10 it down and rest.

Keep moving or get left behind ..

Michael Goldstein,

Publisher/Editor-in-Chief

8 GEAR TECfiNOLOGY

PREel'SIONCBN WHEELS FOR GEAR GRI'N,DING
,ROTARY DIAMOND PROFILE DISCS

HONING TOOLS FOR' HARDENED GEAR PROFILES

l~WENDT DUNNINGTON
939 At 100, Chester Springs, PA 19425 Tel 610/458·51Bl Fax 610/458·8903

CIRCLE A-10 on READER IREPLY CARl)



Watch Your Productivity Take Off....

'Wi,th CP~_® RU 20
Coba.t-free Cuffing Too's

Watch your productiviW soar With Crucib~e's CPM IREX20 high speed steell for aerospace 'Of heavy lndustry high
volume ,cutting: ,applications. A cobalt·fr,ee aH:emativeto M'42, C'PM'REX,20offiers:

• ,2'00% 100" life, ,over'M42*
• No cobaH surclJarge or prlee fluctuaflons
, No cobalt envlronmenta' lJazards
• SUperior grinding and ,resharpen~ng
• IJfceUenffoaghness and wear resistance on ,hald to maclJine malerlals

*S'nce switohi~from conventional, M42: to ,CPM,REX20, a major U.S.,manufactur,er of wi'de body commerciall
aircr:a,H recent:I, extended the llife of 'end millis 160 to' 200% while cutting titanium and aUoy steels, Other
applications for CPM REX 20 include 'arm cutters, Ibr'oaching tools and gear hobs.

,Ample linNentoryand ,expert,IJechnicalsupporl are' available through Crucibl'eservice centers, coast to coast"
Just.,callyour nearest center or the Crucible ,XCELhotline: 1 ..8 0 ,0..PAR ..XC & , (l,·SOO· 727·9235)

5639 W. 'Genesee !Stleet, 'Camillus, NY 13031·0991

CIRCllE ,A-.27 on READ.ER SERVICE. CARD,
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R
obots, computers and other signs of hlgh. II
technology abounded at IMTS 94, up-

porting the claim by many that this was

one of the best. shows ever. Many of the

machines on display had so many robotic
attachments and computer gizmos that they ,

locked more like they belonged in some sci-

ence fiction movie than on the floor of a

machine shop.

The gear industry made a strong presence

in this technological display, with more than
40 machinery and cutting tool manufacturer
specializing in gear equipment. In addition,

although our booth was considerably Ie

high-tech than some, Gear Technology exhib-

ited at IMTS for the first time ever. The staff

had a chance to talk to many industry leaders,

new subscribers, old fans and other dedicated
gear enthusiasts. We also visited the booth of

all the major gear equipment. vendors to see

what was new in the industry.

Most of the gear-industry manufacturers
have been hard at work enhancing their

machines with added CNC axes, greater flexi-

bility and more user-friendly software.

Today's machine is more versatile. with quick
changeover times that are ideal for small-

batch manufacturing .. But they also run faster
and with greater accuracy, making them ideal

for shops in Ihe automotive and other high-

volume industries as well. Today's machines
are smaller, faster and more accurate.

A good example of this new breed is a

Gleason gea:r hobber aimed at the high-volume

shops serving the automotive. appliance and
power hand tool industrie . The 125GH CNC

6-axis gear hobber has a rigid cast iron frame

to counteract the cutting forces of high-speed

bobbing and produces gear qualities of up 10

AGMA 13. In addition, a patented hobhead

provides low work arbor heights for greater

workpiece support. The model on the show
floor. equipped with an automatic loader and

capable of hob changeover in under a minute.
was used to cut transmission speed gears and
small gears for power tool application.

One of the most exciting new technologies

on display at the how was Liebherr's revolu-

tionary high-speed dry cutting hobber.

Delivering up to 3000 rpm, the LC 82 CNC

is capable of using carbide and cermet hobs
for cutting speeds up to 2000 sfpm-without

lubrication. This means greater accuracy and

lower per-piece cost without the additional

cost and environmental hazard of cutting

oils. In addition, the LC 82 CNC occupies

about one-half the floor space of previous
models. (See also "Gear Hobbing Without
Coolant," page 20.)

Automatic loading systems were also pop-

ular this year. For example, Reishauer's R2
362Agear grinder wa tended by a 7-foot. %-
Ion industrial robot, the ASEA Brown Aeneas

IRB 3000. The grinder itself uses a creep-feed
process, accomplishing in one pass what
would otherwise take several passes by mov-

ing the workpiece both tangentially and axial-
ly with respect 10 the grinding wheel. Because

the work: spindle moves after each cycle, the

robot must follow the spindle aero s the
machine to load the workpiece in a different

position with each pass. The 6-a;.:;.i5robot can

be programmed for each pa.rt, allowing load

and unload times of about eight seconds.

Koepfer introduced its Model 200 CNC
gear hobbing machines, which can be

equipped with a range of loading devices,

from a simple gravity-fed magazine to a

robotic gantry loader that allows material

flow and communications to. be integrated

with other manufacturing processes, includ-

ing washing, measuring. palletizing and tran -
fer to other operations. The automation for
each machine can be tailored to the needs of

the customer.
Mitsubishi Machine Tools introduced two

new machines at the show, tbe Ge2D high-

speed gear bobber and the ZG40DCNC gear
grinder. Both machines can be custom-fitted

for flexible manufacturing systems with vari-
ous autornatictool handling and loading
devices. For example, options on the GC20



bobber iacludean automatic work changer, an
automatic too] changer and an automatic jig
changer. The ZG400CNC grinder's options

include all automatic wheel change device, a
workpiece conveyance system, an automatic

meshing device and a. workpiece measure-

ment device ..

Other gear machine manufacturers at the
show introduced new machines or current

production models with new features. Again,
computercontrols were highlighted at nearly
every booth.

Stoffel Grinding Systems displayed a high

precision grinding machine made by Reform
Muschinenfabrik of Germany. The Reform

ZSM 800 was specifically developed for pre-

cision grinding of straight and helical formed

gears as well as straight and spiralled fluted

broaches. It has eight numerically controlled
axe, three of which are on the grinding

wheel dressing device, which is capable of

continually adjusting for wear on the grinding

wheel to maintain the accuracy of the profile
generated. Also, because of its quick change-

over, this machine is especially well-suited to

small batch sizes.
Bourn & Koch introduced its new 500

series CNC gear grinder, which is equipped
with threaded CBN-plated wheels. The 500

Series grinders can support 2,000 pounds of

fixture and part weight and part up 1.0 900
mm in length. In addition, the machines come
with Bourn & Koch's copyrighted user-friend-

ly software package for programming and

operating the CNC controls.
Sunnen Products company introduced its

EC-3500 Power Stroked Honing Machine.

which uses a two-stage feed pressure feature

to reduce cycle times by removing the bulk

of the stock. at high feed pressure and finish-

ing the part at a lower pressure. The EC-3500

accommodates a wide variety of parts,
including keyways, splines and other odd or

unusual shapes.

ed software. which allows the measuring of
profile, lead, pitch and runout of the work-
piece while it is still clamped in the machine.

Kanzaki Kokyukoki demonstrated its new

GFB-250IC C-5 five-axis hard gear finishing

function whenever the gears produced faIl out-

side the specified parameters.
Fellows Corporation demonstrated the lat-

est generation of its 10-4 gear shaper .. The

machine was equipped with a GE Fanuc con-

trol system, providing it with two axes of con-

trol, Fellows' Vermont USA Machine Tool

Group partner Bryant Grinding Corporation

introduced its new Ultraline UL2 high speed

grinding machine for grinding bores in gears,
bearings, valve lifters and similar components.

American Pfauter exhibited a new hard

finishing process for high-volume gear manu-
facturing. The KAPP VAC 61 CNC uses a
CoronJng® tool, a hardened steel ring with an
internal gear configuration that generates an

exact duplicate of the gear profile required on

the workpiece when rolling the Coroning®
tool. In addition, the machine can u e two

Coroning® tools, each plated with a different

CBN grain size, to divide metal removal into

roughing and fin.ishing operations in one
work cycle.

In other industry news, American Pfauter
announced at [MTS that it would betaking

over the North American sales and servicing

of the Deckel Maho line of milling and
machining centers. Deckel Maho was recently

acquired by Gilderneister AG of Bielefeld,

Germany. American Pfauter currently is the
North American distributor for all Gilderneis-

ter turning products,
The Deckel Maho line includes 5-axi uni-

versal machining centers that could be used to
make hobs, gearbox housings and other ancil-

lary gear industry products ..I.

WMW Machinery demonstrated the new
Niles profile gear grinder, which has two inde- Kanzakl Kokyuknkl A-43
pendent CNC-controlled grinding wheel I K·oepfel' A.44
slides, menu-driven C C control and integrat- ! Liebherr A-4S

Mitsubi: hi Machine Tools A-46

If you would like additional information about
any of the companies or products mentioned

in this art ide, please circle the appropriate

Reader Service number listed below.
American Pfauter/Deckel Maho A-40
Bour." & Koch A·41
Fellows Corp A-39'
The Gleason WOl'ks A·42

Reishauer A·47
Stoffel Grinding Systems A·48
Sunnen Products Company A-49
WMW Machioery A·SO

machine for superfine finish surfaces on gears. I f'eIlI Us What You Thin.k ...
The GFB-250 comes with an optional gaging If you found this article of interest and/or useful,
feature, which activates an automatic dressing please circle Reader Service No. A-38.
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on""
gearyou
manufacIunt.

..:........-~..-
.1O-CUIIOmIt8 8system to btstsult
your needs (lncludklg single flank
operaItons). Our systems can operate
on any size gears up to 200"0.0. or
more. Aft systems feature convenient
state-of-the-art controls, automatic or
manual loading and are configured for
quick set-up with total accuracy and
repeatability. A machine can be tooled
for ring. spur or helical gears, pinions
and other parts. All machines can be
configured to operate in-line as part of
a manufacturing cell, expandable to
four heads and may be used in a wet
grinding configuration.

Contact GMI to see how our versatile
deburring/chamfering machines can
finish the gears you've started.

GM,
W H'I~fI III, 1'1

The flexible arms can be
fitted with conventional grinding
wheels, CBN, pencil grinders, or
milling attachments, for maximum
versati(ity. Machines can aso be
furnished with electric motors
(shown above) for brushing
operations.

GMI gives you the edge 10 emerge as a major player in a w,orld economy,

GMI
670B Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31 038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIRCI.E A·29 on READER SERVICE ClRD



A Failure to Communicate
The Perils of M,anagement By lnitistive And IWhat ToDo About Them

Niancv IBartels

The two reports referred to in this article, "The People-

wise™ Organization"and 'House Divided: Vi.ews on

Change from Top Management-and Thelr Employ-

ees." crossed our desks some weeks ago. They timulat-
eda fair amount of discussion here. and we hope they

do the same in your offices. We welcome your respons-

es. How do you view the eerporatercempeairtveenvlren-

ment of the next. few years? How do you see yourself
and your company fitting in? Can these ideas work in

the gear industry? Let us know what you think.

T
he CEO of Bigger

& Better Gears is
ecstatic. ~is latest

, cost-cutting pro-
gram , which implemented
a team approach to produc-
tion (eliminating two lay-
ers of supervisory staff).
changed the inventory con-
trol. system and established
a new set of quality control

dida't meet standards with-
out wailing for approval.
Then the first time there
was a production crunch,
we got dumped on for
holding up the line. Now
morale stinks. My people
think: they've been lied to..
Frankly. I think quality is
worse than before because
now nobody cares. I don't

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
three formal grievances he
received this morning. That
makes a total of eight for
the month, more than were
filed all last year. The
revamping of inventory
control is not working. If
anyone had bothered to ask
him, he could have told
them it wouldn't, Now his
people are disgruntled and

goals. have cut his expens- know about you, but I'm are openly resisting the
es in the last quarter by polishing my resume." attempt to form production
40i1l. The expensive set of
initiatives was worth it. B,

& B's competitive position
looks much better; so does
it bottom line; the stock-
holders will be pleased.

But at the other end of
the plant, in the employee
lounge. the quality-control
manager is tal king to a
friend from accounting:
"What a joke. We spent
two days talking about our
new philosophy of 'quali-

Her friend replies:
"Yeah. They let half the
accounting department go.
Of cour e, we still have the
same amount of work, so
we've hired back three
guys as consultants. The
only difference is that now
they're billing us 100.00
an hour for their time. So
much for cost cutting, If I
hear about one more man-
agement initiative, I'm
going to throw up."

"teams." They're using the
work. rules in the union
contract to obstruc I. the
changes about which they
were not consulted and
which they distrust.
They're fright-
ened of another
round of layoffs,
and with a new
contract up for
negotiation in
three months,
strike is in the air.

According to a survey
of 3,500 North American
executives and 3,000 non-
man ager ial employees
done last year by Kepner-
Tr eg oe , a management
consulting firm with
offices around the world,
this disparity between lop
management and employ-
ee perception of change

ty-ba ed thinking.' Every- And down on the pro- A nightmare scenario,
body was supposed to be duction line, the shop stew- you say. Never happen at
free to pull product that ard is mulling over the my plant. Are you sure?

Nancy IB,artel's,
is Gear Technology's
Senior Edilor.
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initiatives is all too com-
mon; yet companies con-
tinue to implement pro-
gram after program,

The survey, "House
Divided: Views on Change
from Top Mangement->
and Their Employees,"
suggests that in the present
hypercompetitive global
manufacturing environ-
ment, many companies are
suffering from "initiative
addiction," Forty-two per-

foster the growth of cyni-
cism, and permanently
alter the concept of
"employee loyalty." Short-
term numbers may look
good, but the long-term
health of these companie
is not so promising.

Shifting Paradigms
The reason for the

apparent failure of these
well-intentioned programs,
according to another Kep-
ner-Tregoe report, "The

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

companies surveyed had
undertaken eleven or more
change initiatives, includ-
ing strategy etting,
employee empowerment.
downsizing, customer ser-
vice improvement, restruc-
turing or productivity
improvement, in the last
five yeats. Companies that
have already undertaken
one such initiative are more
likely to do so again, and
most companies focus on
the immediate bottom-line
return of these programs
rather than on the long-term
competitive health of their
companies.

The result in many cases
is that these initiatives
cause a steady drain on
human assets, cost key
employees and capabilities,

14 GEAR TECHNOLQGY

Peoplewlse'P'
Organization," is a failure
on the part of management
to understand the shifting
paradigms of the work-
place. Historically, organi-
zations have been seen as
a collection of systems,
processe and structures,
To make change, youtin-
kered with the system.
The basic as umption was
that changing the sy tern
changed peoples' behavior.

The truth is, it's the oth-
er way around. "The Peo-
plewise Organization"
quotes Amy Marks. Senior
Vice-President of Human
Resources at USF&G:
"The same people tend to
behave in the same way
even when placed within
different organizational
structures. Organization

structure and processes are
enablers or inhibitors, but
they don t define how an
organjzation or an individ-
ual behaves." Any program
that puts systems and struc-
tures ahead of the people
who implement them runs
the risk of spectacular-
and expensive=failure.

The report suggests that
the people-based model
challenges the very way we
look at running a business
and managing people,
According to Shari John-
son, a principal at Kepner-
Tregoe who has worked
with many automotive and
heavy industry firms to
implement change, even

the tools for corporate
uccess are different

now. "It used to be

acce, s to large amounts of
money or large infrastruc-
tures globally were com-
petitive advantage . Now
anyone has access to those
things. Now it's what you
do with yourpeople and
what your people do with
technology that's the criti-
cal difference."

In this model, it's the
people and their accumu-
lated judgment, percep-
tions, experience, intuition
and intelligence that will
determine the success of
the organization. And the
way to best tap this collec-
tive wisdom i not the old
top-down, pyramid-shaped
management system. A
more horizontal, flexible
management model is
evolving in some of the
most successf 1companies.

Johnson says, "I see it
going even beyond that. I

see organizations that don't
have official structures.
Levels of management are
going to greatly decrease.
Already we're working
with organizations that
have at a particular site a
plant manager, his staff and
self-managed teams, and I
think we're going to see a

lot more of that "
]I Johnson and the other

change gurus are right,
then tile reason so many
change initiatives fail
becomes clear: corpora-
tions spend millions of dol-
lars creating systems and
structures for the next mil-
lennium and try to insert
them into a 19608 perfor-
mance environment. Then
when the individual pro-
gram fails to live up to its
promise, the tendency is to
move on to the next "new
and improved" program
and try it-every time deal-
ing only with the symp-
toms, not the real problem.
Mr. Banthoom Lamsam,
president of the Thai.
Farmers' Bank, is quoted
in the Kepner- Tregoe
report: "So much change
in organ! zations is little
more than rearranging the
chairs and tables, What's
most important is to get the
people to change."

Impl'ementing
People-Based Change
The fundamental point

of people-based change is
to look at what a company
has done traditionaUy-
manufacture a product-
from a different point of
view. Says Johnson, " .. ,
what this [model] basically
says is 'Let's put a differ-
ent focus on what we are



doing and realize the
importance of people as we
go about doing it. '"

This rs not to be con-
fused with "management
by warm fuzzies." Accord-
ing to Johnson, people-
based management has
nothing to do with making
people feel good, but
everything to do with cor-
porate survival. "Your
motivation is not to make
people feel good and/or
involved," she says. "Your
motivation is to be better
(han your competitor." And
the way to do that is to tap
the collective wisdom of
all your employees.

Step one is for top lead-
ership-both management
and employee-to deter-
mine a new set of values
and beliefs that will be the
basis for change at the
company and to do so with
the people directly in-
volved in the change. This
will call for a sharing of

high-flown mission state-
ment. Corporate leadership
has to be willing to back it
up with real time, real
money and real change.

The second step is for
management to demon-
strate in significant ways
its commitment to these
new values by its behavior,
Lip service is not enough.
Says Johnson, "We are not
just role-modeling things
that are easy .. If you say
that independent decision-
making is something you
value in your organizarion,
then you have to let. people
do it. You can't second-
guess them."

The other important
factor in implementing
changes is to involve the
people who will actually
be affected by them. In a
union shop •.the union must
be involved from the very
beginning. At the Chrysler
plant in New Castle, [N,
one of Kepner- Tregoe 's

goals, idea and traregies success stories, a plant in
and for firm commitment danger of being closed was
on the part of everyone turned around in two years

to the point where it is
write out a
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actually hiring people. In live is one that will affect
this case, the head of the thisgrollp' s perceived
UAW and the vice-presi- power. Says Johnson, "A
dent of labor relations for lot of these people have
Chrysler sal down together come up through the ranks.
and hammered out what They've worked very hard

to become supervisors,
and now they see their

Johnson says that power base being taken
away, so they're extremely
reluctant. "

She adds "The best. way
of getting something posi-
tive to happen is to sit
down with them very early
in the proces . Begin to
articulate what the supervi-
sory role will look like in
the new organization, what
skills are needed, what vaJ-
ues, what benefits."

Trust-Building
This early spade work is

essential for building the
trust necessary to make
these kinds of broad initia-
ti yes work, But building
trust is not easy, especially
If your work force has been
burned in the past by a
number of failed initiatives.
On tile other hand, H's
wrong to a. sume that you
cannot begin an initiative
until you have trust.

Trust is a process that
builds on itself. Every

worker involvement should
look like.

remembering the unique
characteristics of unions is
critical. to success .. Union
leaders are elected, and
they have to answer to
their constituencies. They
cannot be expected to take
positions that win be per-
ceived as hurtful to their
members or willi jeopar-
dize their re-election,

Learning to work with
the union contract is also
important to implementing
change. If management
and union leadership sit
down together early in the
process and agree on val-
ues and beliefs and layout
goals, and if management
shares corporate strategy
and helps union leadership
to understand where the
organization is going, a
union contract can become
a tool for change. Johnson
says, "We've gone through
50 to 80 years of interpret-
ing every word to the let-
ter, but our experience
is that once you
establish a win/win
approach, a union
contract is really a
flexible instrument"

The other group
that senior man-
agernent has to'
bring into the pic-
ture is middle man-
agement and super-
visory staff, particular-
ly if the planned initia-

LAYOFFS



succes ful tran action cre-
ates more trust for the
next ti me. "There are
always individuals who
are looking, to a greater
or lesser extent, for ways
to prove that 'Here we go
again,.'" says Johnson,
"but trust is the result of
activities; it's not the pre-
cur or of change."

Trust is also a two-way
street. Management has to
trust that its employees
wantthe company to uc-
ceed. Johnson says, "Our
experience is that people
want to be involved.
Everybody in an organiza-
tion from the CEO down
to the hourly production

One way around this is
the dual-track approach.
Johnson recommends be-

!

ginning with organizing i I

for the short term to focus I'
on some significant areas
of improvement where you
can facihtere quick turn-
around. This tactic gives
the signal that the potential
for real change is there.
and it produces tangible,
measurable results.

It also helps employees
(and management) to "keep
the faith" during the diffi-
cult middle phase of change
when nothing seems to be
happening or, worse, when
tile program seems like a
failure. This is the place

-

MANAGEIVIENT MATTERS
--- - -

worker is working for per- where it is both hardest. and
sonal reasons, but they are most important to sustain
also there to improve the leadership. and. according
organization's effective- to Johnsen.the point where
ness at the point where most initiatives fail. "It's
they can have an impact on like a rubber band. If you
it. given the right environ-
ment in which to do that."

Sharing the corporate
strategy and including
employees in discussions
of ba ic value. reinforces
these positive motivations.

The Dual-Track
Approach

One major reason em-
ployees are so mistrustful
is that change initiatives
frequently bog down in the
middle. They begin with
great fanfare and hype, and
. ix months later things are
back 10 where they were.
Then management decides
it's time for a different ini-
tiative. and the process
begins again, In the mean-
time, trust erodes and cyni-
cism builds.

take your right hand and
pull and then let go, it 's
going to go back 10 its orig-
inal position."

Breaking lhe Initiative
Cycle-Beyond
Trust-Building

Changing the corporate
cultural environment is not
unlike turning an aircraft
carrier at sea: it takes time.
and it's not a one-person
job. But you can harne s
the people assets of your
organization to initiate
effective change by provid-
ing them with an environ-
ment that contains certain
crucial elements.

First is role clarity,
When the system is chang-
ing, people are unclear as to
what their new roles should
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be. loa people-empowered
organization, role clarity is
ill very difficult issue
because the old, dearly
defined organizational box-
es into which everyone fit
<Iregone .. People need lime

to get u ed to a. fluid true-
ture that allow them 10

move in and out of differ-
ent relation hips given the
particular task.

The second factor that
will impact people's will-

MANA'GEMENT MATTERS
------------- - --- - - - - -

ingnes to become
act ively

involved in
change i .

the conse-
quences 'to them

personally.
If you wan!
people to
be involv-

ed. don't set
up a ystern

where when
they are, they

suffer negative con-
equences, For example, if

suggest ionsare inv iled
and then ignored, don't be
surprised if no second
round of suggestions is
forthcoming.

The third factor is the
inverse of number iwo.
People need po. irive rein-
forcement. When cmploy-
ee respond in a pu itive
way to change initiatives,
s,ay by accepting more
re ponsibf lity or being
innovative about Ihe way
they do their jobs, they
need [0 encouraged. Says
Johnson, "They need 10

hear. "Thi is good. Keep
doing this.'''

The people-ba ed orga-
nization is an evolving one.
At no point in developing
such a structure do you
arrive at 'the point where
you can say, "Now we're

there. ow we can stop."
But such an organization is
inherently agile. ], can
respond smoothly and
effectively LO the changing
demands of the au I 'ide
environment, h is al 0 the
way to break. the initiative
cycle. The reason is sim-
ple. ay John on. "If you
have a uccessful initiative.
one that' working for you,
you may not ever need to
do another one." .1
IlIUstrtltiom .by Darryl
SIJe.lIoIJ 0/ Shelton .D. sign.
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CALENDAR
NOVEMBER 1-3
SME Seminars, "Heat Treating and
Hardening of Gears" and "Under-
standing Gear Metrology." Ft.
Mitchell, KY (Cincinnati area). Con-
tact Susan Mihal.ikat (313) 271- [500,
x384 for more information.

NOVEMBER 2-3
University of Wisconsin-Milwau-
kee. Short course in "Fast New Prod-

uct Development." Radisson Hotel
Metrodome, Minneapolis, MN. Cov-
ers techniques for getting greater
yield from new product development
dollars and improving company com-
petitive po ition. Contact Richard
Albers, (414) 227-3125.

NOVEMBER 14-18
AGMA Training School for Gear
Manufacturing. Daley College. Chica-
go, ]L. Hands-oil training for shaping.
hobbing and inspection. Contact
AGMA headquarter. (703) 684-021 I.

or fax (703) 684-0242.

NOVEMBER 16-18
Center for Continuing Engineering
Education. University of Wiscon-
sin-Milwaukee. "Fundamentals of
Gear Design." Complete coverage of
the basic gear system aimed at the
designer, u er and beginning gear
technologist. Contact Richard Albers,
(414) 227-3125,

DECEMBER 1
Deadline for submission of abstracts
for papers to be presented at the 1995
International Mechanical Engineering

Congress & Exposition, November
12-17. 1995. San Francisco, CA.
Papers are requested on the following
subjects: dimensional measurement
and control for sheet metal forming;
material removal and surface modifi-
cation; mechatronics for manufactur-
ing; life cycle engineering; computer-
aided tooling; sensors in electronic
packaging; and concurrent design
and manufacturing. Contact Elijah
Kannatey-Asibu, Jr., University of
Michigan at (313) 936-040.8 Q[ fax
(313) 747-3170..

DECEMBER .5-6
ASM International. North American
Forging Technology Conference.
Omni Mandalay, Dallas, TX, Two-
day. four-session conference covering
quality and productivity. computers
in the forge shop, computer process
modeling and die-making, change,
repair and part production issues.
Contact ASM a! (216) 338-5151 or
fax (216) 338-4634.

DECEMBER 12~l4
University of Cincinnati Center for
Industrial Heat Treating Processes.
Workshop on Indu trial Heat Treat-
ing Processes and Control. Harley
Hotel, Cincinnati OH. Intensive
training for heat treating engineers
and consultants in applications of the
industrial heat treating processes
including induction hardening, gas
carburizing, quenching, part distor-
tion and residual stress analysis and
material behavior. Call (513) 556-
2709 or fax (513) 556-3390.

.FEBRUARY 13-16, 1995
Material Handling Industry of Ameri-
ca. ProMat®9S. McCormkk Place
North. Chicago, [L. Four-day event
consisting of comprehensive show-
case of equipment. systems and tech-
nologies for material handling .. Con-
current educational forum. Contact
MHIA at (800) 345-1815 or fax (7104)
522-7826.
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G H bb'._ear _ 0- '-lng
Without Coolant

10,r.Lothar 'Op'hey
Liebhen Verzahnt'echnik 'GmbH

K'empten. Germany

Introduction
For environmental and economic reasons,

the u e of coolant in machining processes is
increasingly being questioned. Rising coolant
prices and di posol costs. as wen as strains on
workers and the environment. have fueled the
debete. The use of coolant has given rise to a
highly technical system for handling coolant
in the machine (cooling, filtering) and protect-
ing the environment (filler, oil-mist collector),
In this area the latest cutting materials-used
with or without coolant=heve great potential
for making the metal-removal process more
economical. The natural progression to com-
pletely dry machining has decisive advantages
fmhobbing.

\1)\ \'\'1' \(;ES DIS \1)\.\ '\'1' \(;ES

nNISHING I Reduced machine
time/i ncreased
tool life/improved
quality

MACH1NE Chip llu hing Filtration unit
Refrigerator
Fire Extinguisher

II
Pempsand hoses

I

CUTTlNG OIL Purchase cost
Disposal cost
Monitoring co t

ENVIRONMENT Heakh risk
Environmental hazard
Contaminated chips

,
,

PROCESS I Additional part,

washing

Fig. I - Con equenee ,orusing CUlling oil.
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The Coolant
Coolams serve many purposes in metal

removal. With lheir help, the workpiece and
1001are cooled. wear is reduced and chips are
flushed out. of the machine. But there are essen-
ti I.di advantage : the sub l:antiaUy increased
cost of the machine because of the need (0

process and circulate the coolant, the 'co t of
protecting the environment from oil :mi t, the
costs of purcha ing and di sposing of the
coolant, the col of disposing of the contami-
nated chips and the strain on workers and the
environment caused by coolant in all its forms.

In Europe, the purchase price of coolant
today is about $2,060 per cubic meter of oil
and $185 per cubic meter of emulsion. To
1'.110 e price add disposal costs in the range of
$76 per cubic meier of used! oil and $185 per
cubic meter of ,emulsion, as wen as disposal
costs of about 6/lon for chips. The e figures
are valid at the mom.ent, bul. we have to assume
that they will skyrocket in the near future. A
thorough examination of the snoject can be
found in [he 1993 addles es to the Aachen
Machine Tool Kolloquium (Ref. 2).

Since bobbing usually precedes heat treat-
ing, the use of coolant during metal removal
abo necessitates an additional wash operation.
Fig. I dearly shows thatthe disadvantages of
uaing coolant outweigh the advantages.
Nonetheless, economic and technical consider-
ation will not allow coolant. to be abandoned
in the immediate future.

The T.o.o1
Elimination of coolant ha far-reaching

effects on the machine, tool andproce .. The
1001 mu t withstand the thermal and mechani-
cal stresse of me process and still be econorni-



The Machine
The machine design must be adapted to the

new requirements of the coolant-free process ..
First the thermal load of the entire machine Fig. 1- Development of Cutting Speed for Steets (See Ref. U.

changes. According to Koenig, Severt and
Berthold ("Cutting Without Coolant," Ref. 4),
75% of process heat is removed by the chips.
Since there i no coolant to wa h them away,
the chips must be removed from the process in
Lite most direct way possible so that the heat
they contain is transferred out of the machine
quickly. Furthermore, the use of modern cut-
ting materials requires a. different performance
profile worn the machine. Increased speeds and
power axe both necessary.

Fig. 3 shows the design ofa modem hob-
bing machine that meets these requirements.
Integrating the chip conveyor in the machine
bed satisfies the requirement that the chips be
centrifuged away from the process directly to
the chip conveyor below. In addition .. putting
the chip conveyor at the center of the machine
allows the side walls to be substantially steeper
than they could be if the chip conveyer were
buill onto the side. In this way the chips take
the shortest possible route out of the machine.

The table is driven by a compound, pre-
loaded gear train that allows maximum speeds
of up to 450 rpm. The hob head is equipped
with a heavy duty drive that offers maximum
speeds of 3000 rpm with a drive power of
18kW. With a maximum hob diameter of 90

cal; that is, it must allow large batch sizes with
consistent workpiece surface quality. In this
regard, modem cutting materials, such as car-
bide or cermet with suitable carbide coatings,
open completely new per pectives,

Fig. 2 shows the progress that has been
achieved in steel cutting speeds over the past
few years because of improvements in cutting
materials, Today, coated carbides and cutting
ceramics allow speeds that are many times
g:reater than the cutting speeds possible with
classic tools or high-speed steels. For example.
catting ceramics allow cutting speeds of about
2,000 m/min. At the same time, the improved
cutting material's have increased tool life, so
that in the final analysi these new tools offer a
substantial economic advantage in spite of
their high cost.

mm, these result in a cutting speed of 850
m/min, These performance data=-in compari-
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Fig. 3 - Concept. Hobbing Machine for Higb-Speed Machining.
son with the technology data used in current
practice-leave sufficient reserves for further
increases beyond the performance potential of
today's enning marerials,

Since these enormously high cutting speeds
reduce machining times to less than 10 seconds
(depending on the workpiece), part change has
to be considered an integral aspect of the basic
machine design. For that reason, a conveyor
system for part load/unload is integrated with
the machine. Part change is so closely com-
bined with workpiece clamping that the entire
process is complete in about 2 seconds.

Fig. 4 shows the prototype of the newly

Dr. tothar Oph1ey
is Managing Director
of Liebherr
V(!I'=ahlrl~chllik GmbH.
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Power: 24 hp
Max. Spindle Speed: 3000 rpm
Max. Table Speed: 450 rpm
Floor Space Including Automation: 4.8 m2

Work. Example. Speed Gear

Part Data:
o.ofTeeth

Module (DP)
Helix Angle
Face Width
Cutting Depth

Hob Data:
Material
No. of Start
No. of Gashe
Hob Diameter in mm (")
Hob Length in mm (")

Teehnology:
Coolant
Speed in rn/min, (sfm)

I Hobrpm
Axial feed in mmltr. (ipr)
Cutting time lin sec.
Load/unload in sec.
Time per pad in sec.

Casts: (Guide Values)
Hob Co I in
No. of Resharpening
Cost/Resharpening in $
Parts.Resharpen ing
Teol Cor/Part hI '
Machine Co Is/Hour in
MC-Co 1 per Part in $

3]
2 mm 02.7)
32"RH
18 mm (,71")
5.8 mm (.23")

HSS
3
30
90 (3.5)
70 (2.75)

HSS
Oil
120 (393)
424
3 (.12)
25
3
28

HSS
2200
3
350
5400
0.1£;:
75
0.58

Totall Costs per Part in $ 0.73
*Assumed

CARBIDE
]

30
90 (3.5)
70 (2.75)

CARnIDE
None
450 (1475)
1.590
4.5 (.18)
14
3
17

CARD.rDE
3500
3
35
6700
0.]7
75
0.35

0.52

CERMET
]

30
90 (3.5)
70 (2.75)

CERMET
None
600 (1970)
2J20
4.5 (.I8)
10
3
13

CERMET
5250
3
350
6700*
0.24
75
0.27

0.51

Fig. 5 - Habbln "withlll!d. coolant (Co tlPerformance Cl.lm,parison).
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developed heavy-duty bobbing machine and
lists it . fundamental technical performance
characteristics.

In addition to the associated technological
requirements, the current push toward "lean"
manufacturing was taken inro account. The
internal. function of l1le machine were simpli-
fled as much as po sible, andthe electrical and
mechanical designs were closely integrated. In

this way, a production-ready machine was
developed. Installation at the eu lamer's plant
i limited to setting it up and plugging it in.
And the entire machine-s-including integrated
auromation=has a footprint of les than 5 m2•

Machining E"'~mple ,
For one of the test cuts. a gearthat is typi-

cally u ed a a drive gear in passenger car
transmissions was selected. The workpiece
data are shown in Fig. 5.

The table shows the time that can be saved
by u ing dry cutting with carbide or cermet
tools rather than conventmnal wei enning with
H5S hobs.

The use of Ti -coated HSS hobs with
coolant i considered the current state of the art.
Al cutting peeds of 120 m/min. with a feed of 3
mm/rev .• the machining lime is 25 second,
TiN-coated carbide tools, used with a cutting
speed of 350 m/rnin., make i.1 possible to reduce
the machining lime to 17 seconds and eliminate
the u e of coolant. A funherreduction to 10 ec-
ond machining time i achieved withthe u e of
cermet hobs. This process is also carried out
without coolant, In. all, there i. an improvement
of the overall machining time from 28 to 13 sec-
onds: thai is,today's standard value i reduced
by more than half. orin other words the capaci-
Iy of the machine is more than doubled ..Wilh
relation to hob bing. thi increase in performance
directly reduced piece co 'Is by 15-25% before
the saving from the elimination of coolant. is
taken into account. To be complete, our rough
analysis of productivity increases would also
have to include a recalculation of the steps in
gear manufacturing such as extrusion molding
(See "Cold Impact Forming of Geared
Workpieces." Ref. 6). Simply switching hob
ha the additional advantage of increasing the
flexibility of the bobbing process.

Along with purely time-related issues, the
targeted workpiece quality plays an essential
role in assessment. of the process. Fig. 6 shows



the profile and lead measurements of a drive
gear. The workpiece was cut with a TiN-coated
cermet hob using the machining data given in
the right-hand column of Fig. 5. The profiles of
the left and right flanks are identical, showing
that. the process is stable. The same conclusion
can. be drawn from the leads, on which the feed
marks show up as ripples about 16 J..Lmin size
because of the high feed rate. Influences on the
leads and face width resulting from the
increased workpiece temperatures associated
with dry cutting can be corrected through suit-
able compensation strategies. The tooth-space
measurement (Fig. 7) shows outstanding values
for tooth-spacing error (DIN quality 4-:5). The
cumulative tooth-spacing error is also good
(DIN quality 6-7), though it was affected by the
excessive runout of the gear.

In summary, excellent machining results
were achieved simultaneously with the enor-
mous reduction in time from 28 to I 3 seconds.
This dry-cutting process is compatible with
subsequent heat treatment and hard gear finish-
ing (honing) or with an alternative finishing
process, such as shaving and hardening ..

For another test, a steering pinion was
hobbed. Fig. 8 shows the steering pinion along
with workpiece and technology data. The main
hurdle with this workpiece is the need for
smooth operation, which is hindered by large
feed marks. For economic reasons, of course,
the feed rate should be as high as possible.
Derived from practical experimentation, the
metal-removal rates in Fig. 8 represent a com-
promise between these opposing requirements.
The steering pinion was machined with a TiN-
coated, single-start carbide hob with. 11 gashes
and a diameter of 45 mm. Once again, no
coolant was used.

Using the technological possibilities provid-
ed by dry cutting with carbide hobs reduces
machining time by 50% compared to conven-
tional machining with HSS bobs,

Fig. 9' documents the machining results in
the form of profile and lead measurement. The
small deviations on the profiles are due to the
quality of the hob. The lead tracing shows rip-
ples of about 2 11mcaused by feed marks. The
jump that can be seen on the lower part of the
right flank was caused by a change in cutting
force that resulted from a change in the work-
piece diameter in this area.

Pretu- urcd FI!IonkenlinienmeS-lSun-g

Fig..6- Profile and lead measurements of drive gear.

Fig. 7 - Tooth spacing error measurement.
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Work Example: Steering Pinion

Part Data:
No. of Teeth 8
Module (DP) 1.95 mm (20)

Helix Angle 13.67° RH
Face Width 26 mm (1.02")

Cutting Depth 3.2 mm (.13")

Hob Data:
Material HSS CARBIDE
No. of Starts 1
No. of Gashes 11 11
Hob Diameter in nun (") 45 (1.75) 45 (1.75)

Hob Length in mm (") 100 (4) 100 (4)

Technology: HS8 CARBIDE
Coolant Oil None

Speed in m/min. (sfm) 107 (360) 250 (820)

Hob rpm 760 1800

Axial feed in mm/tr, (ipr) 0.9 (0.35) 0.9 (0.35)

Cutting time in sec. 38 16
Load/unload in sec. 6 6

Time per part in sec. 44 22

Costs: (Guide Values) HSS CARBIDE
Hob Cost in $ 600 2200
No. of Resharpenings 8 20

Cost/Resharpening in $ 100 200

Parts/Resharpening 2700 2400

Tool Costs per Part in $ 0.06 0.12

Machine Costs/Hour in $ 75 75

Me·Costs per Part in $ 0.82 0.46

Total Costs per Partin $ 0.88 0.58

The steering pinion has all the properties
required for trouble- free actuation. Once again,
using carbide hobs without coolant has direct
economic advantages through shortened
machining times as well as indirect advantages
through the elimination of coolant.

Summary
For ecological and economic reasons, the

use of coolants in production has been at the
center of debate for some time. The advantages
and disadvantages are well known, and there
have already been numerous attempts to devel-
op economical dry cutting methods. Improve-
ments in tools and the incorporation of dry-cut-
ting requirements in a suitable machine design
have established the prerequisites for eliminat-
ing coolant from the hobbing process. This

elimination leads to other process advantages,
which in direct comparisons have already yield-
ed considerable economic advantages in favor
of dry cutting. The positive ecological balance
results in still more pluses, which also show up
as cost reductions .•

Fig. 8 - Hobbiog without coolant (Cost/Performance Comparison).
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Fig. 9 - Profile and lead measurements ..
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New Innovations in
Hobbing Part II

IRoben Phillips
pt. te -,M'- -- C -Hing 1001!s LP'au er _ aa,g u___ _ I __ •

Loves Park, IL

Introduction
The first part of this article, which ran in

the September/October 1,994 i ue, explained
the fundamentals of gear bobbing and ome
of the latest techniques, including methods of
hob performance analysis and new tool con-
figuration . being u ed to olve pecifie appli-
cation problems. In thi ,i ue, the author con-
tinues his exploration of hobbing by de crib-
ing the effect of progres Olll requirements in
accuracy, as well as the latest in materials,
coatings and dry hobbing,

by Machining Method
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A.ccur.acy]mprmtemell1.ts
While considerable 'progress has been

made toward solving application problems,
part requirements are becoming more and
more demanding. to a point where the quality
level expected from the tool has to be raised.
II ha long been under toad that there is a
very direct relationship between the accuracy
of the hob and tile quality of the part being
produced. It has been common 10 see the
qua.ity requirement of the tool. raised from
Class B to Class A or even Class AA .. There
are even applications for whichthe require-
ment actually exceeds the industry standard
10 a point of developing tolerances thai are
Class AAA.

For an idea of the "normal" quality level
that are achievable with different manufactur-
ing processes, refer to' Fig. t.

The twoelements In the hob that directly
affect the quality of thegear being produced
are the lead in one pitch and Ihe profile. In a
ingle-thread hob. if the error. in these ele-

ment are added together, the re ult will be
equivalent 10 the involute error possible in
the past.

Historically. the method to measure this
error is a convennonal lead check and profile
check (Fig. 2). With this method, it is possi-
ble to find the worst : pot in the lead and add
il to the profile error and be relatively confi-
dentthat thi. will represent the worst-case
involute error.

The lise of eN inspection equipment
makes it po ible to rake this mea urement
directly. The line-of-action check (Fig. 3)
enables the evaluator '10 review the combina-
lion 0:1'the lead and profile in one tep, The



method involves making the same movement
ax.ially as checking the lead, but in addition,
the probe is moved radially to simulate the
contactpattern realized when hobbing the
gear. One drawback: to the present method of
line-of-action check is that it represents only
one generating zone ef the hob.

With multiple-thread hobs, a similar
approach to evaluating the accuracy can be
used with the addition of one more element,
referred to as thread-to-thread error. In these
cases, the urn of the lead error in one pitch,
the profile error and the thread-to-threaderror
will give the involute error that can be
expected. This additional element limited the
use of rnultiple-thread hobs to roughing and
pre-finishing operations, but today hob manu-
facturers can produce very accurate multiple-
thread hobs.

With the introduction of the latest CNC
technology to the grinding and inspection of
hobs, tolerances that were virtually impossi-
ble to hold now are maintained routinely. In
some cases.the thread-to-thread error has
been held within.OOOI-.0002". As mentioned
earlier, the requirements of today's tools have
in some cases even surpassed the industry
standards, Here Class AAA tolerances that
are equal to 60% of Class AA have been
developed. Of course, it must be understood
that in these ca es, the sharpening tolerances,
hub faces, hub diameter, bore, etc" all must
be modified to support the tight tolerances on
lead and profile.

Ma.terials
When the idea of improving the productiv-

ity of an application i discussed. one area
that normally receives considerable attention
is the substrate material. of the tool. The intent
of this article is not to give a complete
description of the different grades of steel, but
instead to rai e the level of awareness about
the multiple pos ibilities for a elution to a
specific problem ..The successful introduction
of particle metallurgy some years ago has
given the application engineer materials with
characteristics of wear resistance. toughness
and red-hardness levels (Fig. 4) considerably
better than the original high-speed steels.

The general direction of the industry in
recent years has been to upgrade the steel for
a given applicarion, normally by increasing
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its alloy content. The advantages of this
approach can be realized in a number of dif-
ferent areas. The first one is the improved life
factor, which results in increased lineal inches
cut per sharpening when compared to the ini-
tial base grade. A table showing relative life
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factors as compared with M3 steel for differ-
ent high-speed steels is shown in Fig. 5. The
figures in this table and the two that follow
depend on how aggressively the original tool
is being applied. Actual results may vary, but
generally this win give the manufacturer a
good place to start,

In addition to the increase in tool life, the
gain achieved in productivity improvements
i another area that deserves attention.

In a typical hob bing application, approxi-
mately 85% of the total manufacturing cost is
machining cost. Thi machining cost is direct-
ly related to feeds and speeds in any given
application. Some typical figures for relative
feeds and speeds are shown in Figs ..6 and 7.

When compared with the total manufac-
turing cost per metal-cutting operation, the
price of the tool is minor. It is not uncommon
for the purchase cost of a tool to amount to
onlyabout 5% of the tala 1cost per part. With
this in mind, it follows that simply buying the
cheapest tool is not an effective way of
reducing cost. ]f the purchase price of the
tool is combined with the cost of resharpen-
ing and recoating, we find that. the tool cost is
approximately 15% of the total, Relative
price increase compared wirh M3 steel are
shown in Fig. 8. This table takes into account
both tile increase due to material cost and the
additional machining cost encountered by the
tool manufacturer.

One area that has shown significant
advances in the past few years is the ability to
tailor the hardening of high-speed steel to the
performance of a pecific application. This
allows the tool manufacturer yet another
opportunity to addre s wear or failure con-
cerns. The approach that has been taken con-
sists of hardening the tool to a higher or lower
hardness than what might be considered "nor-
mal." In fact, we have seen occasions where
even one point higher or lower in hardness
can make the difference between catastrophic
failure and succes .

Next in the series of material improve-
ments is the field of carbide tools. There has
been a great deal of effort to apply carbide lin
situations where high-speed steel hobs nor-
mally would be used. The main reason for
this is to take advantage of the highproduc-
tion rates that are possible with carbide .. The



gear hobbing industry has realized that in
many cases, the relatively high tool cost of a
carbide hob can more than be offset by the
reduction of machining co t.

The availability of some newer grades of
carbide have solved some of the earlier prob-
lems of applying carbide tools, The cutting
process of hobbing is a very severe interrupt-
eel cut that demands certain characteristics to
as ure success. Intensive research in the past.
few years has Ied to the developmern of
microgram carbide, which addressesthe prob-
lems associated wit.h this process.

One factor that must be taken into consid-
eration when applying carbide is the speed at
which the hob is being run. In many cases, the
machinery needs to be capable of speeds two
to three times faster than those used with
high-speed steel in order to take full advan-
tage of what carbide has to offer, There is
even a possibility of failure if these speeds are
not possible. Running these speeds, of course,
reduces the machining cost significantly
while at the same time yielding extended life
as compared with high-speed steel,

A comparison of the quality of parts that
were cut with a high-speed steel hob and parts
cut with a carbide hob, each at the optimal
conditions, shows a great advantage in favor
of Lhe carbide hob (Fig. 9). The reason is the
lower force components resulting from the
conventional process, the lower number of
threads, a lower axial feed and the higher cut-
ting speeds.

Coatings
Since the early 19808. titanium nitride

coatings have been very succe sful at improv-
ing the process of hobbing. This coating
proved to be extremely adaptable to most
applications and gained acceptance relatively
quickly within the gear cutting industry. It is
assumed the reader is familiar with the advan-
tages of coatings in general, soa derailed
explanation of economic justification is not
offered with this article.

In recent years, there has been consider-
able work to improve on what titanium
nitride had done within this industry. The
number of hard coatings that are available has
increased dramatically. Today, there are as
many as a dozen different coatings and multi-
layer coatings available to choose from.
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Some of these include
• TiCN- Titanium Carbonitride
• TiAIN-Til.anium Aluminum Nitride
• CrN-Chromiurn Nitride
• CrC-Chromium Carbide
AU of these coatings have certain advan-

tages ..Titanium nitride is very versatile, while
some of the newer coatings are more applica-
tion-specific. For example, TiCN has shown
promise in areas that are very abrasive (cast
iron), where TiN may not be performing at an
acceptable level. TiCN, on the other hand. is
somewhat sensitive to temperature, so in
cases where high speeds are attempted, this
coating may not show the same improve-
ments, 11seems that in cases where tempera-
ture is an issue, TiAlN may be a better selec-
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tion, There has been some work recently
applying TiAIN to high-speed steel in dry
hobbing attempts for just that reason.

It now 'becomes even more imponant for
the end user to work very closely with the
1001 manufacturer to coordinate the design,
material, application and coating to obtain the
best possible solution 1.0 a specific process. It
is still generally accepted thar a starting point
for the addition of coatings is TiN. It may not
be the final solution, but the user can 'begin
with a relatively high level of comfort as to
the success of the coating.

Dry Mobbing
One last area to explore is the recent work

being done in dry bobbing of gears. This sub-
ject has a number of areas being developed,
but the common goal is to successfully hob
gears without using coolants. The advantages
of hobbing without coolant are numerous,
including cost reduction in

• Cleaning/washing parts
.•Piltration
• Chip di posal (dean)
• Coolant requirement
• Coolant additives
These factors, as well as the environmental

issue of disposal, have driven the efforts to

progress with this new technology. There are
a number of different approaches to how this
can be accomplished. The actual solution, as
with the new coatings, may prove to be
dependent on the application. The basic meth-
ods to develop this technology can be
grouped as

• High-speed steel hobs

• Carbide hobs
•.Cermet hobs
High-speed reel hobs have been applied

with TiALN coatings with initial success. Tbe
material removal rate of this application is
comparable to carbide hobbing at high speed
and low feed .. The tool life was even better
than a TiN-coated tool with o.il coolant

Carbide tools have been applied as both
coaled (TiN) and uncoated, Considerable care
must be used to select the best grade of carbide
for each application. The ability of carbide to
withstand high temperatures while providing
very high wear resi lance has significantly
affected the success of the approach.

Cermet materials are multi-component cut-

ling materials generally based on titanium
carbide (TiC), with nickel. (Ni) a a binder
matrix .. They were primarily developed to
provide thermal stability.edge-lrolding ability
and toughness. In many cases, coating this
type of too] can also improve its performance.
There are certain advantages as well as risks
involved with applying this material in the
hobbing applications.

The advantages include:
• Three to six limes the life of carbide
.•Higher cutting speed
The possible risks include:
• Process fine luning-slight deviations

from the optimal setup can result in catastroph-
ic failure.

• Limited toughness characteristics com-
pared to carbide. This currently limits the max-
imum feed rates.

• Grinding difficulty and cost. These facts
resultin tool prices in the range of two to three
times the price of a carbide tool ThL material

more susceptible 10 grinding cracks.
Conclusion

It should be apparent to the readerthat
there have been significant improvements in
gear cutting technology ..The goal, as stated in
the opening comments, should always be to
improve the process in all respects. The
advances in new technology will continue in
the years to come, and it must be the respon-
sibility of everyone to exploit the advance-
ments. Simply to continue with the process as
it was developed years ago is not good
enough in today's market. To fully utilize the
latest in these developments, it becomes even
more important to get the tool manufacturer
involved in the early stages of this optimiza-
tion cycle. It should also be evident that the
final solution for success can be considerably
different depending on the re ults expected,
even within the same application. One point
to keep in mind, however: all processes have
room for improvement .•

Acknowledgement; This article was first presented at the
SME Gear Processing and MWlIIj(u'rurit!g Clinic. April 1994.
Indianapolis, IN.
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Quality Gear
Inspection Part II

,Robert E. Smith
,R.E. Smith & Co., Inc.

,Rochester, NIY

Diagnostics
This section will deal with the use of gear

inspection for diagnostic purposes rather than
quality determination. The proper evaluation of
various characteristics in the data Carl be useful
for the solution of qual.ity problems, It is impor-
rant to sort out whether the problem is corning
from the machine, tooling and/or cutters,
blanks, etc. An article by Robert Moderow in
the May/June 1985 issue of Gear Technology is
very useful for this purpose,

Machine Preblems, The following tecb-
niques and devices win indicate when prob-
lems Originate with the machines.

Lead and Involute Charts. Lead charts will
often indicate problems with machine align-
ment as well as blank mounting (see Fig, I), A
comparison of Examples I and 3 in this figure
is instructive. Whether the charts of both sides
of the teeth are parallel is a good clue to the
source of the problem.

Accumulated Pitch vs. Runout Data. If a
gear comes directly off a bobber (no subse-
quent finishing operations) and has a very low
runout, but a high accumulated pitch or total
index variation, there is probably a problem
with a worn-out table drive gear set.

Hob Problems, Hob problems generally
show up in involute charts. The e problems
have several possible causes ..The hob could be
made very accurately, but sharpened or mount-
ed poorly; or it could be a hob that was made
with excessive runout at the time of original
manufacture, Even if it is sharpened and
mounted correctly. it will not cut a good gear.
This problem usually shows up as some form of
waviness 01' slope error in. the involute charts
(see Fig. 2). These characteristics of slope or
waviness may very well fit within the allowable
bandwidth of the appropriate AGMA Kchart.

but the gear may still be unsuitable for many
applications, especially when noise is an issue.
One must study the characteristics in order to
sort out the cause ..A good example is the dif-
ference between Examples 4 arid 5 in Fig, 2. If
the waviness is the same on all teeth, the prob-
lem is probably within the hob or the accuracy
of the mounting. [f the waviness is different. on
every tooth, the cause is likely to be a machine
looseness problem,

Hob Feed Marks. When parts are bobbed at
a high feed rate. uch as for pre-shaving, scal-
lops in the surface characteristics are very evi-
dent. Generally, these scallops are so deep that
involute charts are quite useless. Usually the
only valid data are lead charts. The slope of the
charts can show if the lead is correct. and the
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fig. 2 - Lead and involute chart.

Probable Cause ~
Hob Sharpened With
Positl'''' ~.k.

very useful for diagnosing gear noise and
transmission error problems. Other technique,
such as separate determination of "mean invo-
lute slope" and waviness in involute charts,
should be used for these evaluations ..AGMA
Q7 or Q8 gears can be made that are noisy, and
Q]3 or Q14 gears can be made that are quiet.
Fig. 4 shows involute traces from a gear that is
about a Q7 in terms of runout, The effect of
runout shows up in the traces as a variation up
ro .00066" in slope. However, the mean invo-
lute slope is only .00015", and it matches its
mate properly, (See the middle example in Fig.
4.) Originally, the mean involute slopes for the
gears were like the upper example in Fig. 5.
These gears were noisy. Experimentally, gears
were also made with the mean involute slope
characteristics of the bottom example, and
these also were quiet. In all cases, the runout
would make them a Q7 set of gears, and they
would have slope variation ..This points out the
inadequacy of the traditional methods of quali-
ty determination as far as noise is concerned.

ISO Approach. The International Standards
Organization (ISO) uses a different approach
to the evaluation of involute and lead charts. In
the main body of the standard, they use a rec-
tangular tolerance zone, much as AGMA uses
the K chart. However, in an Annex, they have
alternate methods of evaluation that are more
appropriate for diagnostic evaluation and the
control of noise and transmission error.

This process involves doing a least-
squares-best-fit line (usually a straight line) to
the involute or lead trace (see Fig .. 6). This
line is laid on the trace and the various para-
meters, such as slope, average slope, wavi-
ness and total error, are read and quantified
independently. This is much more useful for
many applications and diagnostics.

In addition, the ISO standards give recom-
mended tolerances for accumulated pitch error
and transmission error. These are characteris-
ticsthat are much more direct and functional.

Good Measuring Equipment
depth of the waves win tell if there is stock for Good measuring equipment is essential for
cleanup in the shaving operation. However, the achieving quality gear measurements. There
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apparent random waviness in the involute
charts makesthem invalid for the determina-
tion of profile shape (see Fig. 3).

Conjugacy-NQise alld Transmission
Error. A mentioned earlier. K charts are not

are two basic types of gear measuring
machines: the older, traditional mechanical
generative machines and the newer Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) generative or Coor-
dinate Measuring Machines (CMM).



Mec.lumical Machines. The mechanical
machines an example of which is shown in Fig ..
7. use means such as base disksv sine bars,
levers, formers, etc., to generate the theoretical
motion such as involute or helix (lead). A probe
on the tooth surface then measures the variation
between the actual tooth surface and the theoret-
ical shape being generated. Usually 3. recorder
of some type makes the resulting charts.

CNC or CMM Machines. The newer CNC
machines come in two types. On some. the
CNC i used to generate the theoretical motion.
much as the older mechanical machines did
(see Fig. 8). On the other hand. CMMs mea-
sure the tooth forms by moving the probe to a
series of X, Y, Z, and e locations. High resolu-
tion and accuracy is necessary.

Cal.ibration. Whether the machines are
mechanical or CNC, alignment and calibration
are necessary in order to have confidence in
the results .. Any machine should be calibrated
on a regular basis. A new standard, AGMA
2010, Part I, is in the final stage of prepara-
tion, Part 1 deals with involute, but a standard
for other parameters will follow, and the same
principles apply.

The first step is to check the alignment of
the machine for squareness, parallelism, runout
of centers and spindle, etc. Then mount a certi-
fied artifact such as an involute master. Many
measurements are then made and plotted on X
and MR bar charts for a statistical evaluation
of capability. This establishes bia: and vari-
ability (accuracy and confidence levels) for the
machine. Remember that resolution is not the
same as accuracy.

Certified Masters. Unfortunately, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(N[ST) has not calibrated and certified masters
for about ten years. The recent work by the cal-
ibration committee of AGMA ha stimulated
intere t by NlST ill resuming it effort in arti-
fact calibration. A project is now under way to

set up a calibration service again.
Cost of Inspection ..Many people seem to

find it hard to justify the cost of good in spec-
tionequipment ..After all, the inspection
machines don't make chips. However, the best
cutting or grinding machine in the world
doesn't automatically make good gears. There
are still a lot of other variables. such a tile cut-
ting tool and its mounting, the gear blank and

its mounting, work-holding equipment, opera-
tor, etc. If you don't have good inspection
equipment and practices, had product can
become very expen ive in terms of lost time,
poor quality and bad customer relations.

One should look hard at the true cost of not
having good equipment compared to. thecost
of buying it.

A Look At The Competition
A good example of the value of good

inspection equipment and practices was found
at the 1991 AGMA Hear Expo, A Japanese
plastics gear manufacturer was displaying
gears made to AGMA quality levels of QW to.
Qll. Our American plastics and sintered gear
manufacturers typically claim the ability to
make only Q6 to Q7 gears. What is the differ-
ence? Good diagnostic measuring equipment
and practices. Even though this company is
making fine-pitch gears (20 DP and finer), it
regularly uses CNC elemental measuring
machines and even single-flank. testers to mea-

5.24"

40°

Results - , /1 0,000·

Left Flank Right Flank

1 2 3 4
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4 3 2 1
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Prufile Diagr~m
A = Tooth Tip or Start of Chamfer
E = Start of Active Profile
F = Start of Usable Prali Ie
1 = Design Profile
2 = Actual Profile
3 = Mean Profile

La = Profile Evaluation Range
Fa = Tota I Profile Deviation
'Ha = Profile Slope Deviation
ffa = Profile Form Deviation
fa = Pressure Angle Deviation
fwa= Profile Undulation
ft.a = Profile Undulation Wavelength

Fig. 6-ISO tolerance system.
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B

1 - Measuring Slide
2 - Rolling Sliae
3 - Vertical Slide
4 - Control Slide
5 - Helix Guide

7

6 - Compensation Guide
7, 9, 12 - Compensation Mechanism

10 - Work Adaptor
11 & 13 - Optional Base Disk and

Straight Edge

Fig. 7 - Mechanical generative involute and lead tester.

Tesler Witll 7 CNC-cornroll'ed Axes
z

~ Z Axis - Vertical Slide Movement.
. I Linear Scale Aesolution: 0.5 J.Im

(20 rnicroinchesl,

TAxis - Radial Slide

/
Movement.

T linear Sea la Resolution:
O.5[.lm

~. Axis - For Angular
Positioning of ---I-"+--tlll-fl-+
Probe, ± 90"

X Axis - Tangential Slide.
Linear Sea Ie
Resol ution: 0.5J.1m

--- Y Axis - Carriage"""'_:c-'_ Positioning.
Linear Scale
Resol ution: 0.5 urn

II' Axis - Work
Rotation. Angular
Resolution: 0.0001" i

fig. 8 - Generative machine involute and lead tester.
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sure gear quality. The company also has a
good symmetrical gear blank design that pro-
motes uniformity of teeth around the gear.

db American gear manufacturers in this field
only use double-flanktesters. They can't reaUy
tell what tooth form they are making or even
know what is wrong when the product doesn't
meet the specifications. Double-flank testers
are not good measuring devices for diagnosing
problems: thereforevenglneers don't do the
iterations necessary to develop good gears.
One of the major reasons that American plastic
gear quality is as low as Q6 or Q7 is that the
gears have too much runout caused by not cen-
tering the hole in the center of the gear. This
hould be an easy problem to solve with proper

mold and cavity design.
Better measuring technique would soon

point manufacturers III the right direction for
meeting the competition and opening up new
potential markets for their products. Their
products are very uniform from piece to piece,
so it is just as easy to make all pails good as to
make all parts bad.

Conclusions
Process Control. More use should be made

of elemental inspections rather than double-
flank composite methods. This also applies to
gears that are finer than 20 DP. This kind of
information fosters better diagnosis of prob-
lems as wen as better process control.

Standards. Our AGMA standards need
changing. Elemental tolerances and inspection
need to be extended to finer pitches (even as
far as 80-100 DP). We should be using accu-
mulated pitch variation rather than runout. The
standard should also allow the optional use of
single-flank inspection as well as double-flank
and elemental methods.

One way of doing this is to make use of the
new ISO standards currently being developed
and published. In fact, AGMA is now very
active in the development of these standards,
and perhaps someday that is what our gear
indu try will be using .•

Refereneese
I. Moderow. Robert H. "Gear Inspection and Chart Interpreta-
tion," Gear Technology. Vol. 2, 0.3, May/June 1985, p. 30.
Acknowledgement: First presented or lite AGMA 21st Annual
Gear Mamifacmring Symposium. October /0-12, 1993. Reprint.
ed with permission.
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PR'ODUCTS INDEX
BROACHI,N'G
EOUlPMIENT

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-'0.100
Fax: 810-263-4571
K.S.# A·51

,GEAR CUnlNG
TOOILS

/lllilUWComponents and Tools

• Hohs
• JV'asier Cears
• Shaper Cutters
• Spiroid Gears
• Components

IT!W,Components and Tools
AI> IIt_ Tool WOJ1<sCanpany
3700 w.....Laka A."""" • GIeMlllOW,IL 60025
""""" 1Oe.657·502:l • Fax; 1Oe.657.5035

R.S. # A-53

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S.# A~51

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS,
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 611.11-4294
Phn: 815-877-8900
Fax: 815-877-0264
R.S.#A·54

STARCUT SAL.ES, INC.
P.O. Box 376
Farmington, M[ 48332-0376
Phn: 810-474-8200
Fax: 810-474-951.8
R.S.# A-56
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GEAR FIN'I!SHIING MACHINES, ! G'EAR HOBiBllNG
NATIONAL BROACH & MACHINIES (C'o,ot'd),
MACH1NE CO.. NATIONAL BROACH &
1.7500Twenty-Three Mjle Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-01.00
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S.# A-51

GEAIR GIRIINIDIN'GMlACHIN'ES
AMERICAN .PFAUTER
LIMUEDPARTNERSHIP
1351 Windsor Road

I Loves Park, IL 61111-4294
Phn: 815-282-3000
Fax: 815-282-3075
R.S. # A-52

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Phn:.810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S. #A·Sl

GIEAR MEASUR,ING MlA.,CHINES
AMERICAN PFAUTER
LIMITED PARTNERSillP
1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 6[ 1.1.1-4294
Phn:.81.5-282-3OOo.
Fax: 815-282-3075
R.S. # A-52

CARL ZEISS, INC.
IMTDIVISION
7008 Northland Drive
Min~eapo]is, M-N 55428
PIm: 612-533-9990
R.S ..# A-65

'GEAR HOBBING MACHINES
AMERICAN PFAUTER
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61 111-4294
Phn: 815-282-3000
Pax: 815-282-3075
R.S. #A·52

MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, Ml 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-4571

i R.S.# A.51

GiEAR SH'A'PliNIG
MACHIIIN!ES,

AMERICANPFAUTER
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
t 351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61111-4294
Phil: 815-282-3000
Fax: 815-282-3075
R.S.#A-52

GEA!R.SHAVI'NG
MA'CHINES

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CD.
17500' Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Phn: 81O-263-OIOO
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S. # A-51

GEAR WORKHOLIDINIG
DIEVIICES

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CD.
[7500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Phn: 8IO-263-0I00
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S ..# A·51

SCHUNK [NTEC, INC.
2925 Huntleigh Dri ve
Raleigh, NC 27604
Phn: 919-954-1752
Fax: 9]9-954-1869
K.S. #A·57



Custom Gears----------------------
Power Transmission Systems

Fabricat;o'n & Machining

_ THE
'OINC1INNATII GEAR'

COMPANY

5657 Wooster Pike
Clf/Clflnati. OhiO 45127 USA

513-.271·7.700 ,0 fax 513·271·0049

R.S.1t A·58

GEARS '& GEARBOXES

OUt con tiel in the U.s.A.:
Mr. Thad N. Schou
ATA Gears, inc.
1340 Depot Street. Cleveland. on 44116
Tel: 21.6-331·2231 Fax: 216·356·0289

Om contact in fillland::
Mr. V ·M. Kosmaa
AT A Gears, LId.
P.O. Box 120 SF-33 10 I, Tarnpere, Finland
Tel: +358·31·620100 Fax: +358-31-620457

R.S.1t A-59

IHEAT 'TREATINGi EQUlP,MENT
ABAR ~PSEN INDUSTRIES
3260 Tillman Drive
Ben aiem, PA 19020
Pan: 800-374-7736

215-244-4900
Fax: 215-244-7954
R.S ..# A-60

INDUCTION GEAR: HARDENING
SCAN HERS, IULTIRA "CASE ONE

SHOT H_A_RD~NINGi
COMPLETE FACmRYCELI!.;S

CALL TOLL IFREE
1,..800 547·15,27
_1Ia~

R.S.# A-C)]

INDUCTOHEAT INC.
32251 N, Avis Drive
Madison Heights, M1 48071
Phn: 810-585-9393
Fax: 810-589-1062
R.S.1t A-62

~I

HIlAT TREAnNG
EQU IIPM!ENT '(ICoord)

PILLAR INDUSTRIES
N92 W]5800 Megal Drive
Menomonee Falls, WI .53051
Phn; 41.4-255-6470

800-558-7733
Fax: 41.4-255-0359
R.S. # A-63

SURFAeE COMBUSTIO-, rc.
170() Indian W,ood Cjrcle
Maumee.OH 43537
Phn: 419-891-71.S0
Fax: 419-891-7151
R.S.# A-64

HONINGi EQWPMENT
NATIONAL BROACH &
MACH[NECO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S. # A-51

MIILLING CU1TERS
ST ARCUT SALES,. INC.
P.O, Box 376

armington, MI 48332-0376
Phn: 8W-474-8200
Fax: 810474-9518
K.S. # A-56

TIOOL COATINGS
DYNAM[ METAL 'TREATING
7857 Ronda Drive
Canton, MJ 48187
Phn: 313-459-8022
Fax: 3.13-459-7863
as, #A-66

STARCUT SALES, INC •.
P.O, Box 376
Farmington, MI 48332-U376
PIm: 810-474-8200
Fax: 810-474-9518
K.S.1t A·56,

TIOOL GR'I,NDIIN:GMAC'HIIINES
STARCUT SALES, INC.
P.O. Box 376
Farmington, MI 48332-0376
Phn: 810-474-8200
Fax: 810-474-9518
KoS. # A-56

When ,q,uality alnd
tiime are cdtical"
Ground gears with the quality you
demand for dose-tolerance applications
plus the turnaround you expect
from con...entional manufacturing.
Unheard of?
Then you'~ never heard 01 Niagara Gear,
\Ne, use the latest grinding wheel
technologies and all electronic
Reishauer gear ,grinders to reduce
cycle times without sacrificing quality.
Our ground spur and helicall gears:
.' Resu It in less saap and inspection

time to reduce costs and production
delays

• Meet your most demanding require-
ments for higher load s,. faster speeds
and quieter operation .

" INeversacrifice quality and! are
manufactured to AG MA Class 15
with cfawning

More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune 500 companies, 1m us quote,
on yo.ur n.ext ground gear requirement
and you'll see why.

FAX: (7116,)8,]'4-9003
941 MUlitary Road .' Buffalo, !NY 142117

TEL: (716), 874-3113.1

o GROUND GEAR
SPEQIIAlISTS
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Spiral bevel gears up to 100
inches in diameter. Manufactured

for quiet operation and durability to
meet exact production requirements.

AsIc fOR' AMA.,,,,o ..
You CAN COUN'ON.,.

AMARILLO GEAR COMPANY
Amarillo Gear Company
P.O. Box 17B9, Amarillo, Texas 79105
(B06) 622·1273
FAX (B06) 622·3258

R.S. #A-67

IGiEAR& HOB
I;NSPECTION

PROCESS INDUSTRIES
3860 N. River Road
Schiller Park, u, 60176
Phn: 800-860-1631
Fax: 708·671-6840
R.S.# A·68

,GEAR
B:ROACHIING

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-457]
R.S.# A-51

GEAR HIONllNiG
NATIONAL BROACH &
MACH[NE 'CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, M1 48044
Phn: 810-263 -0100
Fax: 810·263-4571
n.s, # A-51

.38 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

An I~nois Tool Work. Company
3700 Wesl LMe Avenue ~ Glenvlew.!L 60025
I'l>>00. 708-657·5023 • Fa>;, 708-657·5035

R.S.# A-SS

GEAR TESTI'NIG
NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, M] 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S.# A·51

BEARS & BlAIRBOX D'ESIG;N

Ourcontact in. the U.S.A.:
MJ'. Thad N. Schott
ATA Gears, Inc,
1340 Depot Street, Cleveland, OH 44116
Tel: 216-331·2231 Fax: 216·356·0289

Our contact in Finland:
Mr. V-M. Kosmaa
ATA Gears. LId.
P.O. Box 120 SI'-33101. Tampere, Finland
Tel: +358·31·620100 Fax: +358·31·620457

R.S. # A·59

HEAT TREATING
CINCINNATI STEEL TREATING
5701 Mariemont Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45227
Phn: 513-271-3173
Fax.: 513-271-3510
R.S.# A·69

DYNAMIC METAL TREATING
7857 Ronda. Drive
Canton. MI 48187
Phn: 313-459-8022

R.s.# A·72

I
,

NATIONAL DROACH&
MACHINE CO.
1.7500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Phn: 810-263-0100
Fax: 810-263457l
R.S..# A-Sl

HOB SIHAR,PENI,N'G
SE:R.VICE

KORO SHARPENING SERV1CE
9530 85th Avenue North
Maple Grove, MN 55369
Phil: 6]2-425-5247
R.S.# A-74

MANUFACTURE!R.
OFGEAR.S

NATIONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb. MI 48044
Plm: 810-263-01100
Fax: 810-263-4571
R.S.# A-51



AMERlCAN PFAUTER
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61111-4294
Phn: 815-232-3000
Fax: 815-282-3075
R.S ..# A-52

AMERICAN SYKES CO.
1302 Research Park Drive
Beaver Creek, OH 45432
Phn: 513-427-0507
Fax: 513-427-9653
R.S.# A-20

AXICON GEAR CO.
P.O. Box 9122
1521 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94709
Phn: 510-843-8300
R.S.#A-OS

BASIC INCORPORATED GROUP
P.O. Box 36276
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Phn: 213-933-031 I
Fax: 2]3-933-7487
R.S. # A-IS

BOURN & KOCH MACHINE
TOOL CO.
2500 Kishwaukee Street
Rockford, IL 61104
Phn: 815-965-4013
Fax: 815-965-0019
R.S.# A·21

FORALL YOUR BROACH
~BROACHINGNEEDS.

DESIGN, BUILD &SERVICE OF
ALL TYPES OF INTERNAL &

EXTERNAL SPLINES

1J.t:\ BROACHES INC.
~-' PH (810) 296-2970

FAX (810) 296-2977

R.S.# A·76

CRUCIBLE SERVICE CENTERS
5639 W. Genesee Street
Camillus, NY 13031-0991
Phn:315-487-0800
R.S. # A·27

DIAMOND BLACK
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

I 100 Somerset Drive
Conover, NC 28613
Phn: 800-368-9968
Fax: 704-322-4636
R.S.# A-19

FAIRLANE GEAR, INC.
P.O. Box 409A
Plymouth, MI 48170
Phn: 800-837-1773

313-459-2440
Fax: 313-459-2941
R.S.# A-12

GMI
6708 Ivandale Road
Independence, OH 44131
Phn: 216-642-0230
Fax: 216-642-0231
R.S.# A·71

r

I .;
l'AiITW Components and Tools

!II Hohs
• Master Gears
I!I Shaper Cutters
I!I Spiroid Gears
!II Componen ts

JTW7Components and Tools
An 116no15Too! Works CompaJl)"
3700 West yke A\fanUIl ~ GlenvISW. IL ~5
Phone: 708-657-5023 • Fmc 708-657'-5035

M & M PRECISION SYSTEMS
300 Progress Road
West Carollton, OH 45449
Phn: 513-859·8273
Fax: 513·859·4452
R.S. # A-06

MERIT GEAR CORPORATION
3701 Durand Ave., Suite 327
Racine, WI 53401
Phn:. 800-75-MERIT
Fax: 414-554·3310
R.S. #A·16

MIDWEST GEAR & TOOL INC.
26069 Groesbeck Hwy.
Warren,M1 48089
Phn: 810-776-7580
Fax: 810-776-2322
R.S. # A·17

NA TlONAL BROACH &
MACHINE CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road
Macomb, MI 48044
Phn: 313-263-0100
Fax: 313-263-4571
R.S. # A·51

R.S. # A·53

NIAGARA GEAR CORP.
941 Military Road
Buffalo, NY 14217-2590
Phn: 716-874-3131
Fax: 716-874-9003
R.s. # A·24

NORMAC, INC.
P. O. Box 69
Arden, NC 28704
Phn: 704-684-1002
Fax: 704-684-1384
n.s, # A-25

L1EBHERR
1465 Woodland Drive

I Saline, MI 48176-1259
Phn: 313-429-7225
Fax: 313-429-2294
RoS. # A·OS

PARKER INDUSTRIES, INC.
1650 Sycamore Ave.
Bohemia, NY 11716
Phn: 516-567-1000
Fax: 516·567-1355
R.S. # A-13
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PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS, L.P.
1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61111
Phn: 815-877-8900
Fax: 815-877-0264
R.S. # A-54

ROTO-TECHNOLOGY
351 Fame Road
Dayton, OH 45449-2388
Phn: 513-859-8503
Fax: 5] 3-865-0656
R.S.# A·26

Phn: 800-860-1631
Fax: 708-671-6840
RoS.. # A-14

PROCESS INDUSTRIES
3860 N. River Road
Schiller Park, IL 60176

Our Gear D'ressing :DiscsGive
Yo'u :Eu~opean-Quality

With U~S.A.-madeTurnaro,u:nd
Tired of holding up production of
your high quality gears while you
wait for Overseas quality diamond
dressing discs? Wait no more.
Winter's premier quality diamond
dressing discs are manufactured right
here in America, in a state-of-the-art
facility in Travelers Rest,
South Carolina. That
means immediate access
to the world's finest
quality dressing discs for
your Reishauer SPA,
Fassler DSA. Okamoto or
Csepel dressing units.

You won't have to go overseas when
your dressing discs need repair,
either. OUf sets of dressing discs
are offered two ways: sinterecl,
randomly distributed diamond,
or plated, single layer, randomly
d istri bu ted dia m 0 nd. We offe r

a full range of standard
modules and diametral
pitches. If you require
a non-standard module
or a special tip
modification, we can
handle that, too. All in
record U.S.A. time.

U.s.A. - South Carolina
Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.

P.O. Box 1006 • Travelers Rest,SC29690
(803) 8344145 • FAX (803) 834-3730

CIR.OLE .A·23 on READER REPLY CARD

40 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

RUSSELL, HOLBROOK
& HENDERSON
Two North Street
Waldwick, NJ 07463

I Phn: 201-670-4220
Fax: 201 670-4266
R.S.#A-IO

ST ARCUT SALES, INC.
23461 Industrial Park Drive
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
Phn: 313-474-8200
Fax: 313-474-9518
R.s.# A-56

SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO ..
7910 Manchester Ave.
sc Louis, MO 63143
Phn: 314-781-2100
R.S.#A-15

SURFACE COMBUSTION, INC.
1700 Indian Wood Circle
Maumee, OH 43537
Phn: 419-891-7150
Fax: 419-891-7151
R.S ..# A·C)4

TOCCO, INC.
30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison Heights, MI 48071
Phn: 800-468-4932
R.S. # A·28

UNITED TOOL SUPPLY
P.O. Box 54395
851 Ohio Pike
Cincinnati, OH 45245
Phn:.513-752-6000
Fax: 513-752-5599
R.S.#A-U

WENDT DUNN1NGTON
939 Rt 100
Chester Springs, PA 1.9425

I Phn: 610-458-5181
R.S.#A-09

WINTER, ERNST & SON
P.o. Box 1006
Travelers Rest, SC 29690
Phn: 803-834-4145
Fax: 803-834-3730
R.S.#A-23
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IContour Hardening" Inc .. Indianapolis. IN • i
,

Crucible Service Centers" Cammus, NY 9,39 ,

·i I
I

I
,

Datacut. Inc .. Ardsley. NY •
Debur earp .. Chelmsford, MA I • 1 I

,

Dessau Diamond Tool. Saddle Brook. N~ I I II • I
Detroit Broach C'O.. Auburn Hills. Ml I ·1 I!

I I
I ,

I Ii I ,

Diagrind, Inc .. Orland Park. IL •
I

, I
Diamond mack Te,c\ll11ologies, Inc., Conover, NC 19.39 •
Dianamic Abrasive Products. lnc., Troy, MI I • I

Dynamic Meta'l Treating Inc., Canton 'rwp., M.I 37,38
I • • :1 I I

Elrnass North America, Germantown, WI • 1 :1

Eltech, Inc., North Royalton, OH I • I I
I Engis Corp., Wheeling, IL I • I· • •
I Buro-Tech Corp., Brookfield, WI I I.,

IfuJrude Hone Corp .. Irwin. PA ~ I • • '.
I

,
Falrlane Gear, Inc., Plymouth, MI 39.48 , •

I Fayscott Co .. Dexter, ME I • I ,

1 Fellows Corporation, Springfield. VT I • • I, .!,
Fette Tool Systems, Inc., Brookfield, W,I I • I' I

i

I fGT Gage & Systems, Brookfield, WI I • I
I forest City Gear, Roscoe, IL I I I' I • I II

I Gahan Precision" Chicago, IL I I I

,

I I :1 I,·
I Geartech Softw3.r-e,lm::., Allbany" CA I 46, I I • I
Giddings & Lewis, Inc." Fond du Lac, WI I • • I

Gleason Works, Rochester, NY I • • • • • •
GMI, Independence, o.n 5,12,39 '. • • II • I

Gould & Eberhardt Gear Machinery Corp., Webster, MA
,

I •
Homme! America Inc .. New Britain, CT I •
Huppert, K.. H. Co., South Holland. mL

I • I I

Illduetolleat Inc., Madison Heights. MI 37 I • I I
Ingersoll Cutting Tools ce, Rockford, IL I I • I I,
Invo Spline Inc., Warren, MI I I • • I •
ETW Components & Too'ls, Glenv,jew, II. I 39 I • • •
ITW Heartland Components" Chicago, rL

I •
ITW Southern Gage/Zero Systems, Erin, TN I.
JRM International, Rockford, IL I • • ,.

I Koepfer America, lnc., South Elgin, IL I I • •
1 Kckusai, Inc., .ndirutapolis, IN I I •-
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K';ro Slba.rpelling Service, Maple' Grove" MN - I 38 I •

IKrautkramer Branson, Lewistown, PA I. '
Krornhard Twist DrHl1Co., Akron, OH • I

I Lapmaster International, Morton Grove, IL •

Lepel Corp., Edgewood. NY 1 • I

Liebberr Machine T,ool, Saline, MI 6, ,39 ••• • I.
- I

Lindberg, Heat Treatfng, Me'lrose Park, [L 38, '. 1

M & MPrecision Systems Corp .., West Carrollton, 0.8 2,39 1 II.

McEnglevan Industries, Danville, lL I,•

Merit Gear Corporation, Anl.igo, WI I 17,39 ..!
I Metal Improvement Company, Paramus, NJ I - I •

Metrscope. Greenville, SC I •

MW Machine Tools U.S.A., Itasca, IL I I: • • • •

MicrornaticTextron, Holland,MI ;1..'.

Midwest Gear & T,ool, Inc., Warren,MI I ~.7,39 •

Mitts & Merrill. L.P., Harvard, IL I· •

Moore ProdUCIS, Spring House. PA ! •

Multi-Arc Scientific Coatings, Rockaway, NJ I • I :1

National. Broach & Machine ce., Mac.mn'b, MI BC, 39' • •• •

National. Met.rology, Sunapee, NH 46 ! •

New Age Industries, Willow Grove, P'A I, •

Niagara Gear Corporatlon, .Blldfalo, NY 37, 39 •

Normae, Ine., Ar,lfen, NC 39, 47 •

Ono Sokki Technology, lnc., Addison, WL • 1

Parker Industries, IIlC." Bohemia, OH 15,39. .'.
PC Engineering, Sedona, AZ •



Pfa.uter -.Maa,g CuUingTools,. :Love.s Park, IL I, ·401 - -I -I -Pillar Industries, Menomonee .Falls, WI 37 •
Precision Gage Co .. Inc., Chicago, IL I II I I-I

Procedyne Corp ...New Brunswick. NJ I-
Process Industries, Schiller Park,lL '.5.40 -Profile Engineerillg. Ine., Springfield, VT I I II I I I-
Pro-Gear Co .. Depew, NY I I-
Redin Corp., Rockford, lL •
Reef Gear Manufecturing, lnc., MI..Clemens, Ml I I I-
Relshauer Corp .• Elgin. lL I I I I-I I I Ii-
Richter Precision. East Petersburg, fA -Roto-T.echnology. Dayton, OH 46,47 I I I I I I I I I I-

IIRusselJ, Holbr-ook ,& Henderson. Inc ••Waldwick. NJ 8,46 - I

Schmin Jndustries.Jnc .• Portland. OR I, - I

Sehun'k Intee, Ine., Rale.igh. NC 36 I I I I I I I I I I-
Sofl:war·e Engiineering Sen ices, RockfoJld, IL 46 I I I I I I I-
S.ar Cutter Co.lStarcuC Sales, Ine., .'armington Hills, Ml 46,'U - - -SU America, Oak Park, MI - I -Sunnen Products Co., St Louis, MO 16·,46 I Ie
Surfac,e Combuslion, Ine., Maumee, OH 40 -Sytec Corp./Benemac, S.A., E&sel(,cr I I ,.
Therm Alllance. Dejroit, MI •
Thermal Products. Tualatin, OR •
Thermcraft Inc .• Winston-Salem. NC -I
Tifco, Inc., Wixom,. MI - I , , I , , I I I I , ,-
Tocco, Ine., MadisoDI Heights, MI <to,IRC -Toolinlc Engineering. Boulder, CO J 1

, , I , , I I I I I I ,.
Ty Miles ..Inc., WestcheSler, [L -United Tool Sup,p'ly, Cincin_nati, 08 46,48, -Universal Technical Systems. Rockford. IL I I I I I l t-
Van Gerpen & Reece Engineering, Cedar Falls, lA I I I I I I I-
Wendt DunnLngton, Chester Spring" PA 8,40 -Winter, Ernst '& Son, Inc., Trave'lers Rest" SC' 40 •
Winterthur Corp., Worcester, MA -WMW Machinery, Inc., West Nyack, NY :1 -I

Zeiss, Carl. Inc.flMT D.ivision, Minlneapolis,. MN 36 I I I I I ,.
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C'OMPUTER AIDS

GEARlECH SOFTWA_RE, IINC.
1017 POMONA AVENUE

ALBAN,Y, 'C.A94706
(5,' D) 5Z4·'1l668

FOR,OVER.TEN YEARS

THE LEAIDIN,G SOFlWAIRE FOR

THE D:ESIGN ANOA!NAlYSIS

OF SPUR, ,AND HELICAL GURS

FREE. DEMOS AVAILABLE

CIRCUE A.30 on READER REPLY CARD

! SERVICE
,

Contour lndectlen
Hardanlnq Sipe,cia:lists I

!$pUT, belicaland bevel gea,s
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
eNe-controlled g,ear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any production need.
Write for a free brochure.

,American M'eta!1 Trea.ting 'Compalny
1043 East 162ndStreet
CI,eve'land,OH 44103

1(21IS} 431-4492
Fax: ~216) 4311-1508

EQUIPMENT

-DESIGNI
Spur & helical gears

• TOOL GEOMETRY
Hobs, shaper cutters,
Shavers, and grinding wheels

- MANUFACTURING, & IINSPECTION
Complete setup data for cutting,
grinding, finishing,& checking

ASK FOR A IDEMO DISK

SOFTWARE ENGINEERINGi SERVICE

I), 280 1 Ridge Avenue
Rockford, Illinois61103

Fax/Phone [815) 963·1760

CIRCL'EA-33 on REA'DER REPLY CARD

Rates: Line Clas"ilied-$30 per line. 8 lines per inch. $240 minimum. Classified Display (3" min.):
lX-$525. 3X-$495. 6X-$465. Additional per inch: lX-$175, 3X-$165. 6X- 155. Gear
Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/MasterCard/American
Express number and expiration date [0: Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, TL
60009 ..Agency Commission: No agency commission on classifleds. Materials Deadline: Ad~ must
be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance: Publisher
reserves the right to accept or reject. classified advertisements at his discretion.

46 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

Step up 10 the powerful. versatile Quudru-
Chek family of .DROs and start gelling
the mOSI out of your measuring equip-
rnent. World's largest OEM supplier of
DROs, only Metronics can give you the
power and versatility of this full line, with
all its opt ions.

COMP TE:RIZE YO R
COMPOSITE GE R CHECKERS

ANDOMPARATORS

Quality Service
alibration . Certification

NATIO AL MEiROILOGY
,...-..v( 11 Stagecoach Lane
~ Sunapee. NH 037&2

TEL (603) 763·5881 FAX 3058

CIRCLE A·31 on READER REPLV CARD

BoxOT
P.O. Box 1426
Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village, lL 60009

CIRCL.'E A-32 on READER REPLY CA_RO'

HELP WANTED

REPS WANTED
Sales representatives wanted for major
gear machine and cutting tool importer.
Various areas are open in New York,
New England. Pennsylvania, Pacific
Northwest, Mexico and Canada,

We are looking for professional organi-
zations or manufacturer's reps with gear
and sales experience, Highly motivated
sales background necessary.

GE.ARPEOPLE ONLY NEED' APPLY!!
Please apply in. writing with:

•eN - resume, if individlmd.
• Brochures. and relevant

information. if company.

MANUFACT- RING ENGINEERING
MANAGER

Growing SE Michigan gear company
with excellent reputation has opening
for an experi enced technical profession-
al. Dutiesinchrde new gear proce sing.
cost estimating and prove-out of neces-
sary tooling and machinery. Responsi-
ble for machine/tool purchase, malate-
nance and rebuild program. Ten years
related experience in high-volume spur
and helical gears preferred. Excellent '
growth potential. and compensation
package. Send resume and salary
requirements in trict confidence to;
President
P.IO.lllo:\:: 2497
Southfield, Ml 48037
EOE

MANAGER. CO CURRENT ENGINE,.:RINr.: '
$80.000. Transmisslon Products. Supervises 20.
MACHINE SUOP MANAGER: $60.000. Gear Cut-
ting, Surf= Mochining.
Ii'ROCESS I': CI' EER: $60.000. Aircraft GCW'l.

MANAGER, MAN FACT RING E GINEER·
ING: $60.0011.Supervises 6. Gears.
Ii'LANT MANAIOER: $75,000. 200 Employees. Gears
and Transmission Parts, Automotive.
Contact: Ann Hunsucker Godwin, Excel Asscciuies.
P.O. Box 520. Cordova. TN 380g8 or c"1I \91:11)757·
9600 or FAX t<)OI)757·2896.



WHAT MAKE,S AIL,L THES,E IMACHI,- -E5 SO
ACCURATE, PRODUCTIVE" ANDVERSATILE,?

FOR
eNC GR.INDING WHEEL PIROFIILER

MADE IN U.S.A

ACCURATE - To within ± .0001' of programmed dmen-
sion, witll repeat accuracr to within .00005'. ExIra preci-
sion roller bearing ways, pre-loaded roller strews and
op1ical linear encoders, as well as Sypeilor design and
construction, give the FORMASTEAthe ability to hold
inspectkln gage accuracy.

PRODUCTIVE - No templates 01 special diamond rolls are
nee<Jed,so lead llmes and (\!QUoginventories are r~.
Mostlarms can be,programmed and dresse~ In, ready to
grind in 30 10 45 minutes. :Refreshing tile form :between
grinding passes is accomplished in sec;()I1ds_

VERSATlLE- Can be used with sing e point diamonds or
with optional rotary diamond wheel attachmant, Nearty any
loon can be dressed quickly, easily and accurately.

DURABLE· Hard seals are doselyfitted and are air
purged to totally exclude conamnanon. Sealed servo
motors, automatic lubrication ,and totally ,enclosed encod-
ers minimize downtime and ensure long service life.

Tel: (810) 349-2644 I Fax: (810) 349·1440
For information or to arrange a demonsiraton

CIRCLE A·25 on READER REPLY CARD

C:HOOSE 'THE GEAR INSPECTION SYSTEM
THAT WO!RKS IBESTFOR YOU

The IRC..400 SERIIES
• Fast, Accurate Measurement-

Spacing/Index, Lead,
Involute Profile

.' State-of-the-art, 4-Axes System
• Easy-to-use-IBM-Based
• Cost-Effective, Affordablle
• Checks Gears, Splines,

Hobs, and More
• Small Footprint

If you run a small to medium-size gear manu-
facturingcompany, the :RC-400 Series could
be your best choice, lit can help you speed
up your inspection process. Lower your re-
jection rate. IReduce your manufacturing

costs. Even improve the quality of
your product. Perhaps it can give you

the competitive edge
you've been looking torl

To learn more, call,
write, or FAX today!

,Inc..
351 FAME ROAD.' DA YTON, .0111.0 45449-2388

(513) 851HI503 Toll Free 1-800-875-7686
Fu II (513)86H)fJ56

Technology That Works ... For You!
CIRCLE A·26 on READER REPLY CARD
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Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-
ment of any helical
or spur gear or
spline without the
need of costly
setting masters.

Provides vital s.P.C.
information.

CAPACITY:
9" O.D.,
8" I.U.

L fHPfRIISL OURlIW
'WHEN YOU NEED INTRICATE DESIGNS AN,D METIICU~OUS ICRAFTSM'ANSHIP. RELY ONI f,A!IRLANE GEAR,INC.

NEW MACHINES JUST PURCHASED
... IeAPP CNe HARD FINISHER
... AMERICAN PfAUTER, CNe HOB

W,E IOf:FEiR.:
• Gear Noise Reduction Program
• Expert Technical Assistance
'Gear Cutting in a Wide Range

of Sizes, Types & Quantities
-Pretorvpe & Emergencv IRe-

pair I Rebuild Service

ICOM ]TTMENI 10 IOUAUTY
IReishauer Gr,ound Gears
IM& 1MPrecision Gear Checker
Kapp CBN Hard Finished Gears
Amerlican Pfauter eNC IHlob
Coordinate Mea,surement

Machine

,Qualitygears up toA,GMA 15"MIL-
1-4520BA, MIL·Sm·45S62

FullV implemented SPC, and data
communications capabilities.

I For the ultimate in quality g,Bars, I

call or send inquiries to:

,110'
'HII GEAR TECHNOLOGY

SIZE RA'NGE -Smaller than an
inch to 48'

TYPES:
Spur - Internal & External
Helica'i - Internal & External
Worms, Worm Gears
Ssnations- Shafts
Splines - Internal &. Extermal
Sprockets - CI'usters
Segments· Spindles
Ratchets· Gear Boxes

dFalrilane Gear,lnc.

P. O. Box 4091 A
Plymouth, M14B170
Phone (3131459-2,440

(BOO) 837 ·1773
Fax 1(31314S9-2941

CIRCLE A·112en READER RE;PL'l CARD



You Supply The Parts.
-

,

I
~

+
v

upply The Machines.

When your induction heating needs exceed your
induction heating! capabilities, call TOCCO. Our
Commercial Heat Treat Group has the equipment,
experience and expertise to process prototype and
pre-production parts, as well as handle long-term,
high volume runs.
TOCCO has state-of-the-art induction heating

equipment at plants in Michigan, Alabama and
Mexico.. We can handle parts ranging from small
gears to automotive crankshafts. And that's not all.
We also support you wi,th on-site coil service and
our own materials science/quality control
laboratories.

I

1-800 ..468-4'932

So. The next time you need induction heating
help, call TOCCO . .Allyou need is to supply the
parts. We'll supply the machines, the talent and
the experience to get the job done. Send for free
literature today, Or, call toll-free.

Transportation Group
Park-Ohio Industries, Inc.

Boaz, AL- Madison H'eights" MI - Cleve~land" OHI • 'Carmel, IN • Corona, CA, - iM:inne,sota • New Jersey. Pennsylvania.
Was'l1ing,ton - Oregon. Canada- Mexico, • Germany - India" Argentina- Cyprus" Korea" Australia • United Kingdom

CIFlCI.'E A.l28 on REA!DER SERVICE, CARD



RED RING
IPRE,CISIIO'N EN'G,INEIER'E,D

I & S! I - ; ~RC _ _ _ER-~
Here's you,rjul'-line
gear cutting source ...
with the Red Ring quality' YOR expect!

GEARING THE WORLD FOR TOMORRO'W
An i'ndust,ry leader ,i'nge,ar..making machines and tools.

17500 1Wenty-Three Mile Road. Macomb, Michigan 48044 '. Phone: 810-263-01'00· Fax: 810-263-4571
---~


